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page thirteen
The Racers continue their
run toward the top of the
OVC with the annual
"Death Valley" trip this
weekend.

page twelve
Students sang, danced and performed
live comedy Feb. 13 at the Black Student Council' s talent show
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AID hazing investigation unde1way
by Seth Combs
assbtant news editor
Murray State's Alpha Tau Omega
chapter has been placed on probation
following the opening of an investigation into alleged hazing violations.
Late lac;t week, University President F. King Alexander reportedly
reccjved a letter from a parent referring to a possible hazing incident during ATO pledge activities.
"In the letter was basically a complaint against new-mcmbcr activity
of ATO," Interfraternity Council
Adviser Jim Baurer said during
Wednesday' s IFC meeting. "The
activities the letter describes can be
construed os hazing."
ATO was placed on probation by
both its national affiliatc and the Uni-

versity. Baurer said the suspension
includes any activities relating to the
chapter.
"This includes meetings, social
events. activities with new members
... until such time a-; the University
has the time to investigate the alleged
hazing incident.'' Baurer said. 'They
have been given permission to have
one meeting to inform their membership."
Baurer said the suspension also
extends to intt"'<iffiurals and JFC representation.
Three ATO members hold positions on the IFC executive council.
Senior Jon Wright serves as president. Mkhael Cotthoff as rush chair
and Patrick Nall as risk management
chair.
Wright announced Wednesday
that none of the executive council

members would be forced to resign.
Murray State nnd the national
A TO affiliate are both conducting
investigations into the hazing complaint.
"We' re looking at it very serious-

tant vice president of Student
Affairs, is in the process of contacting ATO actives, pledges and ulumni
in order to piece together what happened. Young confirmed his role in
the investigation but was unable to

'' It certainly doesn't do the University justice to
'have adults recurrently conducting bizarre rituals
that degrade potential friends and other students. ''
F. King Alexander
University President
ly," Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said. "The University's hazing policy is very clear. That
is the criterion we are going by to
investigate what occurred."
Robcnson said Mike Young. assis-

comment further.
Robertson said any action taken as
a result of the investigation depends
on what is discovered.
"If it is proved. they will be held
accountable,"
Robertson
said.

Universities .' soft targets' for terrorists
by Adam L. Mathis
wire editor
Threats of terrorism are most often associated with major metropolitan areas place-; much larger than. and far away
from, Murray.
However, the threat of terrorism is tied to
Murray. Jo"BI Director RobertS. Mueller Ill
said before the Select Commiltee on Intelligence of the United States Senate thnt
schools and universities arc on the list of
"soft targets" lhat would be attractive to
terrorists.
Because of the increasing threat of terrorism, Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said Murray State orticials
met to formulate plans in the event of a terrorist attack.
,
"If s tudenL-; are worried , they need to be
assured it is something we have thought

THE

about," Robertson said.
David DeVoss, Puhlic Safety director,
said his staff has been trained in reacting to
serious incidents.
''The Public Safety department is reacting to post 9- J I concerns in a pro active
manner," DeVoss ~aid . ''Public safety
offices have received training in identification of terrorism threats and responding to
acts of terrorism."
DeVoss ~aid his department collaborates
with the Calloway County Office of Emergency Management and actively partici·
pales in the U.S. Attomcy's Office AntiTerrorism Taltk Force.
''Planning for criminal acts and establishing contingency plans nre a significant
responsibility for the Public Safety department," DeVoss said . "Several contingency
plans involve processes already in place to
address severe weather, earthquake or

Plunder

other potential events."
David Wilson, interim director of Housing. said his office coordinates with Public
Safety and encourages students to report
unauthorized guests in the 1residen1ial collegell.
" We' re really nm doing anything differently," Wilson said.
For security reasons, DeVoss said he
would not discuss specific plans.
The issue of university security is being
discussed across the nntion. Universities
such as Princeton and New Jersey City
have issued terrorism alerts. Other school
ofticials, such as those at Saint Peter's College. prepared letters for students addressing the threat of terrorism.
The University of Iowa also took steps to
prevent terrorism. Charles Green, director

see TERRORISM I 17
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"Depending on what we find out, it
could be a continued probation to an
actual removal from campus."
Robertson said he expects the
investigation to be resolved this
semester.
"We' re going to move as quickly
as we can, but we' re going to take '
enough Lime to complete a thorough
investigation," Robertson said. "It
will certainly be dealt with this
semester."
Alexander said hazing activities
will not be tolerated at Murray State.
"These kind of rituals have to 'stop
and are not going to be a function of
Greek life at Murray State University," Ale1tander said. "We want to
make sure that we don't condone any
behavior of this kind in the Greek
system or in any other organizations
on campus.

" II docs not do the frntcmities justice to have rituals like U1is, nor the
students that are members of the fraternities. It certainly d~n ' t do the
Unive~ily justice to have adults
recurrently conducting bin1rre rituals
that degrade potential friends and
other students.''
Alexander said the investigation
was underway and that ATO would
have the opponunity to respond to
the allegations.
"We're going to make sure that
they have due process and that they
have the ability to respond to these
accusations.'' Alexander said. "Students can die from things like this,
and those who are not substantially
injured can be scarred for a lifetime."
ATO President Jamie Burkeen was
unavailaole for comment at press
time.

Businesses, Alexander form
Town and Gown Partnership
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer
Although Murray State is already an
integral part of lhe local community,
University oflicials are taking extra steps
10 strengthen the bond between the University and Murray proper.
University President F. King Alexander said the University and several area
business owners are forming the Town
and Gown Partnership to "create a
stronger working relationship with many
business and civic leaders in the area."
Alexander said the partnership will
bring "useful ideas, productive dialogue
and financial support" to the University
and help Murray State better serve the
community.

Mark Hutchins, assistant vice president of development for Murray State,
said the partnership was u collaborative
effort between Alexander and business
owners.
"It will bring a good environment for
businesses to be intricately involved
with the University and benefit the entire
community, not just the University,"
Hutchins said.
Marian Posey. director of Institutional
Services, said the partners hip will
encourage students to stay in the community.
"The primary goal is to bring a closer
rdationship between the business community and Murray State," Posey said.

'

see PARTNERSHIP /17

e-Pirates

DIGITAL PIRACY LANDS STUDENTS IN e-JAIL
by Adam L. Mathis
wire cdiwr
The wealth of free mu:.ic and movies at students•
fingertips is startling. However, the search for free
media files via the Internet is over for some Murray
State students.
University officials have disciplined 16 on-campus students for possessing unpurchased copyrighted material on their computer, said Janice Thomasson, chief information ofticer.
Two of the students possessed copies or "Lord of
the Rings: The Two Towers" movie, and the others
mainly possessed pirated music, Thomasson said.
The discovery was made by an outside company,
Media Force.
"Pirating is illegal - no different than taking a CD
or DVD from Wai-Mart without paying for it,"
Thomasson said . "Digital piracy damages the
income potential of artists and the corporations that
support them .''
The students in violation of copyright Jaw lost
their ResNet access privileges, including e-mail and
the Internet. They must remove all pirated matenal
from their computer and contact the Information
Systems Office before the connection is restored,
Thomasson said.
After complying with the measures, four students
have had their network access restored.
There is debate concerning the copyright laws and
their enforcement, and some students believe regulations are pointles-.. Jeremy Ellis, sophomore from
Paducah. said he downloads 20 to 30 songs a week .
..1 think it's a bunch of crap because people are
going to find a way to do it (download or pirate

t

music) no matter what," Ellis said.
EIJis said even if someone docs not know how to
breach firewalls (software that regulates Internet
traffic). it is possible to find someone. such as a
technology major. to help.
"You've just got to know where to go - the right
channels." Ellis said. " I had 'Spidcr· Man · the day
before it came out (in theaters)."
Although stopping copyright violators may be a
futile effort, the University faces pressure to try
regardless. Gary Millin, president of MediaForce,
said under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
any service provider who. once notified of copyright
violations, takes action to discourage continued
pirating is excluded from liability in the case.
' 'The copyholder could ultimately take legal
actions against the holder as well ," Millin said.
"Ultimately, it is the individual who is infringing."
To stop copyright violations, Thomasson said an
e-mail warning against the piracy of copyrighted
materials was sent to all student~; the Student Guv·
ernment Association also was addressed.
Thomasson also said officials plan to post notices
in prominent on-campus locations.
"Some students who were downloading music
indicated they had no idea that the nt:tterials were
protccted by copyright," Thomasson said. "An easy
reality check is this: If you have heard it on the radio
or on a commercial CD, assume it is protected by
copyright and that you should not make a copy of
the work or distribute it to others."
Although University officials do not take ,an
active role in detecting software piracy. Thomasson

see PIRACY I 11
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
receives Excelsior Bowl

Criminal justice society
to sponsor seminar

American Humanics
to sponsor workshop

Murray State's Sigma Phi
Epsilon chapter received the
Exct>lsior Bowl on S<~turday in
Knoxville, Tenn.
The Excelsior Bowl is
awarded to Sig Eps chapten.
that show overall imp'rovement and is presented each
spring at Carlson Leadership
Academies at one of 13 sites
across the country.

Alpha Epsilon is sponsoring
a seminar titled "lnvestignting
and Processing Crime Scenes"
at 5 p.m. Wednesday in the
Curris Center large ballroom.
Alpha Epsilon is the local
chapter of the Lambda A lpha
Epsilon Criminal Justice Association.
The seminar is free.
For more information,
phone Heather Perfetti at 7623152.

The American Humanics
Program, the department of
wellnes~ JnJ therapeutic science and the College of Health
Sciences and Human Services
is sponsoring a service-team·
ing work~hop for faculty
members at 3:15 to 5:15 p.m.
March 10 in the Curris Center
Ohio Room.
Each workshop participant
will receive a service-learning
manual, and the first 150 faculty members who incorporate an aspect of service learning into their classroom will
receive a $200 stipend .
The workshop will be limited to the first 30 applicants.
To register, phone Kelly
Rogers at 762·3144. For more
information, phone Roger
Weis at 762-3808.

Amateur radio club
joins Brazilian group
The Murray State Amateur
Radio Club is partncring with
a Brazilian radio club in order
to broaden the scope of h.1m
radio in the Purchase region.
The University club voted
in January to establish the
alli.mce.
For more informa tion,
phone John Hart nt 762-6()()7

Exchange-application
deadline approaching
The application dc•adline for
the
National
Student
Exchange is March 3. The
applicdtion covers exchanges
for the 2003·04 academic year.
Students c.m exchange for
up to one full year at one of
176 colleges. and universities
in the United States, Puerto
Rico and U.S. territories.
Students must have a 2.5
GPA and full·timc status at
the time of application.
For mon: information,
p~one Ross Melonn at 7623735 or visit Ordway Hall
room 210.

Freed Curd Auditorium
to host presentation
An encore presentation of
"Revelations: Afric-an-Americans in the Performing Arts"
will be p~·rformed at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Freed Curd
Auditorium.
For more information,
phone Cherie Stubblefield at
762<W76.

Association names MSU
professor as president
Dennis Johnson, director of
bands, was selected in December as president for the World
Association for Symphonic
Banos
and
Ensembles
(WASBE).
WASBE is the only international organization of wind
band conductors, composers,
performers, publishers, teachers, instrument makers and
friends of wind music.
W ASBE has a membership
of more than 1,000 individuals
and has member organizations in more than 50 countries around th e world.
johnson will serve as president through july 2005.

Department offering
income-tax assistance
The department of accounting and Beta Alpha Psi are
sponsoring
a
volunteer
income-tax assistance program providing free incometax preparation for moderate·
income taxpayers, senior citizens and Murray State students and employees from
noon until4 p.m. every Friday
through April 11, except
March 1-1 and 21.
Anyone interested should
bring their 2002 W-2s, 1099s, a
completed 2001 tax return, if
possible, social:security cards
and other relevant informa.
1 tion.•
For more information,
phone 762-4193.
~

Art guild showcases
professors' artwork
A joint printmaking exhibition by Nicole Hand and Jim
Bryant, both of the art department, will be held at the Mayfield/Graves County Art
G uild in Mayfield until March

8.
The guild will host a reception for Hand and Bryant
from 6 to 8 p.m. March 8. The
reception is free and open to
the public.

Select freshmen, seniors
to complete surveys
Randomly selected fresh·
men and seniors will have the
chance to share their views by
completing the College Student Report survey.
The surveys are part of the
National Survey of Student
Engagement Project.
Information received from
students concerning issues
inside and outside the classroom will help in the planning
and decision-making p rocess
to bring abopt Jmprovements
at Murray State.
Freshmen and seniors who
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receive a copy of the survey
are urged to respond.
For more information,
phone Fugen Muscio at the
Office
of
Institutional
Research at 762-3538.

•JJolice lJeat
Thursday, Feb. 13
11:11 a.m. A callt>r reported a sub-

RotarY Ambassadorial
applications available
Murray State Rotary Club
applications for the Rotary
Ambassadorial Schola rships
are now available in the Office
of Student Affairs in Ordway
Hall.
Applicants must have completed at least two years of
University work and be a resident of Kentucky. Students
from o ther s tates are encouraged to contact the local
Rotary Club in their hometown.
"The scholarship is for the
2004-05 academic year and
fully funds students to study
abroad.
The application deadline is
Feb. 28.
For more in forma lion,
phone Don Robertson at 7626831 or Mark Malinauskas at
762·3167.

Staff regent application
deadline approaching

ject placing an object under a pillar
between Blackburn and the
Applied Science buildings. The
area was checked, and nothing
was found.
5:50 p.m. A caller reported a subject from a fish-and-wildlife soci·
ety was perfonning a program on
campus. Officers were advised.
9:56 p .m. A student was rt?ported
taping open stairwell doors on the
third floor of Wells Hall. No one
was in the area upon officer
arrival.

Friday, Feb. 14
2:53 a.m. A subject reported that a
group of males had possibly bro·
ken off the antenna of a car near
Franklin College. A report was
taken.
3:55 p.m. A caller advised of a sus·
picious smell. The report was
referred to the Housing Office.
9:14 p .m. A building service technician reported that a vehicle had
been parked in the stadium parking Jot for the past three months.

Saturday, Feb. 15
9:33 a.m. A caller reported she was
given permission to use a room in
Alexander Hall but· was given the
wrong key.
10:37 a.m. A caller requested the
air conditioner be turned on in
Winslow Dining Hall.
8:21 p.m . A caller at Clark College
reported a call box was making ;.1
peculiar noise.

The last day.to apply for the
position of staff regent is
today.
The staff regent represents
nonteaching employees on the
Board of Regents.
Applicants must have been
employed for at least threeconsecutive years at Murray
State.
Applications are due no
later than 4:30p.m. today.
For more information,
phone Orville Herndon at
762-4491.

Sunday, Feb. 16
9:08 a.m . An officer found the door
between Carr Health and Racer
Arena propped open because band
members were staying in Racer
Arena during the weekend. The
officer advised the group coordinator not to prop open the door.
1:14 p.m . A caller at the University
·Bookstore advised he was changing the battery in ~utton No.
12.
7:33 p.m. A caller reported a' fight
involving .1pproximately 10 people

Campus Briefly is CUIIIIJi/ed by
Seth Combs, assiMaut news rdi-

tor.

between Hart and Franklin Colleges. Subjects were gone upon
officer arrival.

Monday, Feb. 17
U :28 a.m . A caller advised that a
balloon was tied to a sprinkler in
Springer College. Central Plant
was notified.
9:39 a.m. A dog was reported run·
ning loose on campus near the
Curris Center. Animal Control was
advised.
9:41 a.m. A fraternity sign was
reported stolen. A report was
taken.
8:39 p .m . An off-campus caller
reported someone was trying to
obtain information regarding a
Murray State student.

Tuesday, Feb. 18
10:58 a.m. A yellow SUV was
reported parked next to the college
head's space at Hart College.
2:27 p.m . A subject requested to
speak with an officer regarding a
student who used a fax machine to
send a false document.
6:48 p.m . An individual reported a
missing spouse. The individual
located the spouse.

Wednesday, Feb. 19
7:21 a.m . A caller reported a baby
calf had escaped from the Expo
Center.
8:52a.m . A vehicle was found with
the passenger side window rolled
down in the White College parking
lot.
12:56 p.m. A computer was found
in the Industry and Technology
Building loading dock. It was identified as a d iscarded item.

Motorists assists - 7
Racer escorts - 11

Ptl#kt Bet~t is ~Utd by Setll Qnllbs,
assistant news editor, f rom materials
provided by Prlblic Stifety. All dispatclu:d mlls are 110f listed.

• Scholarships Available
• Loan Repayment Program
• Competitive Salaries
• Extended Education
•

• Flexible Scheduling
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Murray State reclaims Cup of Life
by Melissa Kilcoyne
:-;taff

wrlt~..·r

As blood recipients raise their glasses in
tribute to los:al blood donors, Murray State
Univer:-ity hoists the Cup of Life in victory.
As pan ot n competition between Murray State anc.J the University of Tennessee
at Martin. 1he Cup of Life is awarded to
the student government association that
hosts a blood drive with the most partici pating donors.
Murray S tate won the Cup of Life for
the second time in eight years of competi tion with UT-Martin .
The blood-drive competition for the Cup
of Life begun in 1995, when Murray won
with 318 participants. Murray had 321
participants in the September 2002 drive.
Vic ki Swift. Regional Blood Center
director of donor resources, said she started encouraging competitio n at Murray in

the last drive.
''l n 2002, we had the best participation
that we'd ever had," Swift said.
The West Kentucky Regional Blood
Center awarded the Cup of Life trophy to
the Student Government Association earlier this month.
Brett Keohan, University Mfairs Senate
chaim1an, said he tried to increase awareness of the blood drive through advertisements.
" I sent out press releases to 'The Murray
Ledger & Times· and 'The Murray State
News' and mas.s e-maili ng," Keohan said.
"Also, senators put up fliers around campus.''
Swift said she commended SGA for its
participation in the blood drives.
'They always do an excellent job,'' she
said.
The day of the blood drive. the B lood
Center' s van was parked in front of the
Curris Center and c;igns were posted to

en.;ure students knew about the drive,
Keohun said.
Swift said no goals have been set for
next fall's drive. but the center wi ll be on
campus Oc't. 1 and 2.
Steve Vantrease, director of the Bowling Uni"ersity Center at Martin, said UTMartin plans to take back the Cup of Life
next year.
"It certainly has given us a wake-up call
as far as the competitive spirit of the competition," Vantrease said. "We' ll probably
crank it up again this year ro try and regain
the title.''
Vantrease said UT-Martin would consider o ffering incentives for those donating blood.
"We'll take a look at it and try to regain
the momentum we had in the past,"
Vantrease said.
Keohan said SGA will probably continue what it did this year and retain the trophy.

University uses new laptop as experiment
b y j ennie Rip perd a
contributing wntcr
Campus technology has gone
wireless . The Curris Center
recently acquired its tirst computer with a wireless Internet connection available for student u~c .
Linda Millc:r. director of the

Center for Teaching. Learning
and Technology. said the laptop is
an experiment to see if there is
interest in wireless technology
and its expansion on campus.
"We're looking at wireless
technology on campus," Miller
said. "We thought the Curris Cen-·
ter would be a good place to

look.''
Miller said she hopes to expand
wireless technology o;o students
can connect to the ln1ernet while
o utside or in any campus building.
"The hope would be that (the
Curris Center program) would
expand so technology is available
when ~tudcnts are," Mi ller said.

Curris Center Director Jim
Bauer said students with their
own personal laptops will soon be
able to c heck out software and a
wireless card to use their personal
laptops in the building.
"Linda Mi ller approached me
last summer to .see if there was
interest io a wireless connection

in the Curris Center," Bauer said . .
"We're the guinea pig to see if
there is an interest.''
Bauer said there are plans to
add o ne or two more laptops for
the fnll s'emester, .but a high
demand this semester might result
in an earlier purchase.
Students can check out the lap-

top or software from room 314 of
the Cu rris Center with a Racercard. The com puter can be
checked out from 8 a.m . to 4;30
p .m. and after 4:30 p.m. by
arrangement. The laptop can be
connected to the Internet from
anywhere in the atrium area of the
building.
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STRING CHEESE INCIDENT

Established to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in service and leadership to the
university campus.

Cr-iteria:
1. Must be a December 2002 or May 2003 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate
leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change. (Can
accomplish goals and is of service to students and
faculty.
4. Grade point average is of no consideration.

Applications are available in the Student Government
Association office. Three letters of recommendation
(from peers, instructors, or whomever you like)
validating the nominee' s leadership capabilities must
be submitted by

Noon, Friday, March 7, 2003
Sponsored by SGA

;
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opinion editor: Sev~10 Avila
phone: 762-·l•i6H
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Training aids student~ safety
Our View
Issu e:

What do you think about
file-sharing on the Internet?

Murray State
administrators,
like many
nationwide, are

responding to
terrorism
threats.

"llhink people
should have to

P OSITION:

pay a small fcc
for iL The artists
need to get their
money."

Although not at
high risk, Murmy State stu-

dents ca n rest
assured the
administration

Loteey Porter
freshman. Edwardsville. Ill

does consider
studcnt..safety a
top priority.
"J like it. There 's
nothing wrong
with free stuff."'

Murray State is most likely
not at the top of any terrorist
organization's hit list. This ha.s
not prevented our administration from taking precautionary
measures, however. Like many
other
university
officials
around the country. our officials
are doing a good job of preparing for any event that could
possibly endanger student safety.
By preparing law-enforcement officials on campus and
off. and by training certain
members of the administration
to deal with unforeseen dangers, the administration is sending the message that student
safety is a primary concern.
The
administration
ha~
ensured that Public Safety officers are trained in the identification of terrorism threats, us
well as planning for criminal
acts and establishing contingency plans.
The Housing Office also is
working with Public Safety to
have students report any unauthorized guests in the residential colleges. These steps are
geared not only toward reaction

to an attack but, more importantly, the prevention of one.
Furthermore, the administration is going about its preparations without alarming students.
Officials are training and
preparing without causing students to fear for their safety.
We applaud the administration for its efforts to keep stu-

dents safe. At a time of political
and economic uncertainty. they
make it possible for us to go
about our daily activities without the added stress of worrying
about terrorism - a burden no
one should have to bear.
The administration should be
commended for realizing that
our safety is not something that

can be overlooked, no matter
how distant the threat may be.

The :>taff editorial is the
majority opinion of the editorial board of "The Murray
State News." The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.

Spencer Chambers
senior. Murray

..I think it's fine.
Artists make most
of their money off
concerts· anyway.
Plus. I do it."

MediaForce bullies
file-sharing students
In My
Opinion

Brookley Palmer
senior. Henderson, Ky.

"I think it's fine,
but people should

pay because a lot
of time and effort
went into making
it."

Michael
McCann
"While I per-

81'(:0(

Gottshall

lrtJshman. Paducah

jenny Hahn/The News

~the

r11Urray
~state

news

2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071 -3301
e·mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
tax: 762-3175
Loree Stark

sonally do not
condone i liegal sharing of
others' i ntellectual property, I feel
that letting
corporations
and entities
such as movie
and recording
studios act as
police is
something we
must stop
now."

editor in chief • 762·6877
Ryan Brooks
associate editor • 762·4468
Marcl Owen
news editor • 762-4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor • 762-4468
Kyser Lough
college life. editor • 762·4480
Chris Jung
sports ed1tor • 762-4481
Seth Frank
online editor • 762-4468
Zachary Konkol
chief copy editor • 762-4468
Karrl Wurth
photo editor • 762-4468
Areia Hathcock
advertising manager • 762·4478
Joe Hedges
adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News• s trrvcs to be the
University commumty•s source for •nlorma·
tlon.
Our goal is to present that information in
a lair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hzmds·
on lenrnmg environment lor those students
interested In journalism or other fields relatIng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy:
and. ItS editors should be free to develop
lheir own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• IS prepared and
ed1t0d by students and Is an ofhc•al publica·
tlon of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State Newsft Is free .
Add11ional cop•es are ova•lablo for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

Recently, the students of Murray State have become
the target of MediaForce. a firm that specializes in
tracking down individual users of file-sharing servkcs. In this case. the producers of "Lord of the
Rings: The Two Towers'' have hired MediaForce to
track down people allegedly sharing bootlegs of their
movie.
McdiaForce claims to have discovered seven students sharing the movie using ResNct and are
demanding Murray State turn over the students for
prosecution under the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA).
MediaForce is one of many firms that use a few
ba.h; \_IW(i~s .to IJ'JC~ down users of peer-to-peer services. For $50 a month per intellectual-property piece
(movie. song, etc.), the comJlany will use custom software to track down the Internet Protocol CIP) address
of anyone who appears to be sharing the file through
various services. After one is discovered. they look up
the owner of the JP address and track down the user
through his or her Internet service provider (any ISP
such as AOL. AT&T. Roadrunner, Corneas! or. in our
ca~e. Murray State.)
MediaForce threatens the ISP with its newest
weapon, the DMCA, and forces it to reveal the user.
S() far, it appears Murray Shale will not willingly
reveal the names of the students to these private
enforcers, but the future is far from clear: given threats
of legal action, it remains to be seen whether or not
Murray State will continue to defend the privacy of its
students.
While I personally do nor condone illegal sharing of
others' intellectual property, I feel that letting corporations and entities such as movie and recording studios act as police is something we must stop now. We
must recognize that it is law enforcement's job to
enforce the law. not some international corporation's
prerogative.
Pirating is illegal. and under no circumstances
should it be condoned. However, it also is important to
realize that letting corporations enforce laws and use
terror tactics against those who can't afford to defend
themselves properly (such as college students) is
morally repugnant and should be fought in every way.
at every turn.

Michael McCmm i.v a sophomore computer science
major from Ncuhville. Tenn.

Students and University officials
lend support in time of grief
To the editor:
Residents of White College learned of the
tragic and :;udden death of fellow collegemember Dana Boone on Feb. 9. For readers
\\ ho did not kno"' Dana, it may be difficult
to understand whm her loss means. She was
truly a joyful person who made friends easily and quickly. She wus exuber.mt and
loved to danc-e, ~ing and laugh.
Dana loved being at Murrny Stare and
had a gre<ll time while !>till maintaining a
solid academic perfonnance. With that said.
it's easy to understand the shock and terrible sadness that spread throughout the
building. Many came quickly 10 console
und coun,el the rcsidems. Members of the
Housing staff, Dr.· Don Rnhertson, Mark
und Karen Welch and Dr. Bill Allbritten
were on hand to talk. hug and cry wi1h
Dana·s many friends. Drew Perry and other
member:o. of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity also prt)\ ided support at a critical time.
Our residence directors und residence
advisers are dedicated. cmnmined individuals who are often underappreciatcd. The
loss of a resident i~ the most difficult cir-

cumstance these individuals encounter.
Kevin Thomas, White College RD. and
Lisa Shapim. sixth-tloor RA. were able to
suspend their grief in their efforts to help
Dana'~ friends . I am proud to be associated
with White College because I know that
Kevin, Lisa and other RAs are people with
coumge. sensitivity and Mrength.
Dana's positive impact on others bt!came
clear during the difficult <1.1ys that followed .
Students and staff worked together to honor
her memory in apprnpriatc and touching
ways. £t was clear to me that D;ana's family
felt comforted by the dedication of Murray
State students. faculty rand staff. many of
whom attended her funeral to pay tribute to
u life well-lived. Special thanks goes to Dr.
David Wilsnn. imerirn Hou~;ing director,
and Neil McMillion. a.o;sistant director for
Residence Education. for giving their time
to drive Murray State vans to Whitesville. I
would like to thank the Murr.1y State community for recognizing the value of Dana's
life. Our lives were enriched by knowing
her. even if for too :o.hort a time. We will
remember her with fondness and love.
Bonnie Higgin~on
Fucuhy Head
White College

MIFA film festival needs
more student involvement
Folks. I have something to videos. The whole · evening
ask everyone who reads this lasted about two hours, and
column . I need your help.
everyone who attended
The Murray Independent seemed to have had a great
Filmmaker
Association time.
(MIFA) will be having its
Anyway. I am hoping after
fourth annual (and final) film you read this you mighl go
festival this April. It will be out and say to a friend who
held in the Curris Center makes video productions,
Theater on April 18 and 19. "Hey, that Gibson tellow, the
one who always writes about
and admission will be free .
"Film Festival" is, per- Totino's Party Pin.as, is
haps. a slight misnomer. looking for student videos.
First. all the works submitted Why don't you submit someare in VHS. DVD or mini thing?'' To this, said friend
OV foauaJ. Second, "festi- will hopefully respond wil.b,
va~ tmplles that this is a "'Hell yeatr,-1\Vi~ftdibj!ttfe
competition of sorts, but way. John Gibson is the
nothing could be further coolest man alive."
OK, so even if they skip
from the truth. Piece~ arc not
placed into categories, nor that last part. perhaps we can
are prizes given. So perhaps still just pretend they said it. ·
It cun be just about anythis should be called an
'"Exhibition of Student thing: music videos, comedy,
Works on VHS. DVD or drama, documentaries, whatMini DV" rather than a "Film ever -just as long as it is not
"It can be
Festival."
the foulest thing known to
just about
Ah, screw it. "Filfll Festi- ~ankind. If you have any
val'' is much simpler, so thai questions. feel free to phone
anything:
me at 762-0399 or e-mail at music videos,
is how it will remain.
Now. I am mentioning this john.gibson@ murraystate.edu.
comedy.
festival for two rea'>ons. My
One more thing - there
first. and possibly cheapest, may not be an ''On the John"
drama, docureason is to get free publicity next week. I know it pains all
mentaries,
for the festival. As a college of you (quick, act like it
student. I find it difficult to pains you ... c'mon)' to hear
whateversave up enough money to this, but 1have lo take cure of
just as long
print out numerous fliers that some things that are quite
are bound to be covered up necessary for me to graduate,
as it is not
with Nelly advertisements. and I am not going to be able
the foulest,
let alone scrounge up enough
to do that AND write a col.
money for an actual ad m the umn next week. However. I
thing known
"The News."
will be back in two weeks,
to mankind."
My second reason has to alive and funny. Well, at
do with you guys. I am really lea'!l one of the two.
trying hard to get as many
student works as possible to
show at this festival. Last
year's was quite a su~:cess; Joh11 Gibson is a co/um11ist
we had three medium-length for "The Murray State
pieces and a number of short News...

On

the
John

.

News story slanted; bandwidth
consumption bad for commuters
To the editor:

I would just like to comment about all
the controversy o;urrounding the bandwidth issue. I am a commuter student who
has mandatory class requirements that
demand I usc Murray State Internet services and e·study to complete my assignments and pass my courses. Because of the
enormous amount of band"' idth consumed
by ResNct. I sometimes have to try for
hours just to simply log on to the system. I
have missed crucial assignments and dead1ines because of this. and I just want to say
that I think the recommended bandwidth
restrictions are a good thing.
I took offense to the cartoon in the Feb.
14 issue of "The News" that called residential-college students to "demand" their
bandwidth. which. by the way, at 90 percent was way more than should have been
allowed. II was reported that most of the
usage in the residence halls results from
students downloading mu-.ic and using
Internet share services, some even illegally. according to an e-mail! received. If the
students in the dorms were using this

bandwidth for course work. I could understand, but most are not, and those of us
who need to use the bandwidth fur course
work are being punished.
I pay the snme hefty tuition as everyone
else, and I am tired of commuters getting
the shaft in comparispn to on-campus students. especially in the views most often
voiced by this newspaper. Commuter students make up far more of the population
here than resith:ntial students. Think about
us for a change. and the rest of the faculty
and staff. who actually have a bona tide
purpose for using the bandwidth before
you print such slanted cartoons and stories.
Missy Gargu~
junior
Murray
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Should clubs get the shaft?
Clubs foster acceptance

Groups lack purpose
Some time
ago, I chanced
upon an article
concerning the
establishment of
a center for
bisexual and gay
students at Murray State. The
article primarily
concerned itself
with the fact that
such a center
had been turned
Joe Bill
down and that
Schirtzinger the person in
charge of it had
attempted (per some University
advice) to increase awareness by blan·
keting the campus with promotional
material. The material in question was
vandalized, and that vandalism was
portrayed a' an act of intolerance.
Whether or not this act qualifies as
intolerance, I'll leave to the philosophers. (It should be noted, though, that
poor Rainey in front of Pogue Library
is vandlllized at regular intervals, and
so far I haven't heard anyone proclaim
the perpetrators as Rainey-haters.)
The story about the acquisition of
the center h. in my opinion. symptomatic of a larger issue - that being the
fonnation of clubs on the lone basis of
race or sexual preference.
It seems to me a wholly shallow
cause to form a club based on the com·
monality of race or sexuality. I question whut these clubs intend to accomplish. Is it political acceptance? Camamderie'l How (especially in the case of
sexually oriented clubs) i~ the formation of a club any different than the
fonnation of a bar? What net:doo function would ~ch a club perform?
rurthermore, one has to ask oneself
how good an idea it is to have a minority conglomerate in an area where they
are not well-tolerated. It would seem
that such a notion would set that
minority up to be a potential target.
Unless this is what the members of the
club de:.ire ( perha~ some son of martyr syndrome£). I "ould think that one
would avoid such a situation.
If race ami sexuality are the only cri·
teria for joining a club, then I'd propose that a club should be founded on
campus titled "Caucasian Grandmother Lovers." I have no idea what func·
tion this club would serve, but its
members would all definitely be white
and huve a proclivity to make love to
grandmothers.
In all seriousness. I think clubs
based on race and sexual orientation
are incorrect assemblages. I also think
with equally strong conviction that
clubs based solely on philosophical or
religious principles couJd be done

without, based on very similar criteria.
Sure, there are innocuous clubs out
there with which I have no quarrel. A
chess club, as 1 think any casual
observer would agree, is not some sort
of club with ulterior motives or one
that chases after some sort of political
agenda Neither am I opJXlsed to clubs
that actively advocate debate from a
variety of viewpoints; particularly that
which is opposite of the predominantly held opinion.
Clubs that function off of sexuality
an<l race give the appeamnce of being
innocuous enough but often pursue
goals that are particular to the group in
question. It isn't simply a matter of
"being with people who are similar" but instead turn~ into an
"awareness'' campaign,
or some other equally
sensitive issue
that ends up
defining a culture based at its
very foundation
on sex or race.
After t.be formation of such clubs,
the tentacles of the
establishment begin
to spread. Count
how many religious
pamphlets are hand·
ed to you as you
walk past the kiosks
in various places at
Murray State. Count
how many humanist
documents you run
across. Where does
the influence of
clubs stop? Aren't
we supposed to be a
diverse University
community here to
experience
other
cultures that arc dissimilar to us'l When
is enough enough'?
When was the last
time any of us have
seen a golf club or a
chess club inundate
the campus with
material that features
vignettes of ordinary-looking people imploring us to consider which of
these people is a chess or golf player?
My guess is t.hat it wasn't recently. und
the reason is because these clubs aren•t
pursuing any sort of political agenda
~ide from perhaps acquiring a room
or golf course. And they cenainly
aren't trying to instill some son of lesson about morality - us if reading a
haphazardly stapled poster will suddenly expunge all prior prejudices.
Honestly, haven't we all grown up
enough to accept the fact that there is

diversity without having to form some
sort of reaction in direct opposition to
thai diversity? When we make a club
based on race or sex, haven't we said
implicitly, "If you aren't this. you
aren't welcome?" Haven' t we yet
learned the old elementary school
mantra thai "Sticks nnd stones can
break my bones, but names will never
hurt me?" Aren't we all secure enough
in our individuality a~ to not need
"special centers" and "clubs"?

Wouldn't we, in establishing
our club, be doing (as a mino1ity) that
which we sought refuge from, namely
labeling and exclusion? Shouldn't we
have learned our lesson? As evidenced
by my opening anecdote, the answer
seems to be no.

Joe Bill Schirtzinxer i.~ a sophomore
psychology major from Prina10n.

Culprits steal AL<I> letters,
not fraternity's identity
In My
Opinion

Tony
Burba

HWe have our
letters in our
hearts; we
don't need
them in our
yard. Stealing
our letters
docs not and
will not ever
make you better than us."

The letters of Alpha Sigma Phi great potential to improve himself
fraternity are not just made of and those around him. These are
steel. painted red and black and the principles of Alpha Sigma Phi.
buried in the ground in front of These are the values each of our
our house. They are imprinted on members holds dear. No. we are
the hearts of our brothers and not perfect. We make mistakes
have been engraved there by the and fail to reach our potential at
blood, sweat and tears of every times. But it is not the successes
brother who has worn them on and failures that allow a gentleMurray Stare's campus. They ' man to consider himself sucl·csswere stolen, yet again. from our ful. It is his devotion to reconcile
property.
his inequities through correct
We are not interested in com- action.
peting with other fraternities. We
It seems other fraternities.
do not pride ourselves on the whichever they may be. find pleadegradation of other chapters' sure in the arduous chore of digpropeny or members. We seek ging the letters out of our front
simply to do our best. We pursue yard. This has happened twice in
our principles through action and the last three months. However.
base our reputation on our contri- we dare you to do it again. It does
butions to the campus and com- not make you better than us. As I
munity - not on our ability to one- said, we have our letters in our
up other fraternities. Murray hearts; we don't neeJ them in our
State' s Alpha Sigma Phi chapter yard. Stealing our letters docs not
was founded by a group of talent- and will not ever make you beuer
ed, involved individuals seeking than us. 1 only ask 1f the fraternity
to make a difference and break the that stole our letters feeb it 1s
stereotype of fraternities on this reaching its fullest potential
campus. We seek, even today. to through that act. ls the best you
can do based on how good you arc
perpetuate our founders' legacy.
Our devotion to bettering each in relation to us at any given time'!
man rhat joins our ranks and to Go ahead, steal our letters again
create the best possible organiza- and again . You will never own
tion that our potential will allow them - not like we do.
has given us the opponunity to
Every time you steal our lcllcn•.
win awards and get involved on you degrade your own . Don ' t
campus. We do all we do not to care'! That's my point.
brag and not to say we are better
than other organizations. but simply because it is the responsibility
of a gentleman to reach the pinna- Tony Burba is a senior political
cle of his potential and use that science major from BtJrd.mm·n.

Why join a club'! Why start u
club? There is some validity in
saying ·people join clubs simply
to be around others who share
similar interests. It is human
nature to gravitate toward others
who think the same way and
believe the same things. Common interests bring people
together: there is absolutely nothing wrong with that.

This is not. however, the only
reason people form clubs. Consider those clubs formed on the
premise that all its members
~hare a common race or sexual
orientation . The reasons these
clubs were formed go much fur·
ther than camaraderie alone.

These clubs are formed because fringes, you
members need a place where they cannot even
feel welcome and safe - a place begin
to
where they actually have a voice. understand
Imagine a club where members how it feels
share the same racial heritage. In to be welAmerica, any race other than comed and
white is a minority, so this club' s appreciated.
members would be of a minority
To
even
race. Such a club would serve to suggest that
unite its members. In a society members of a
where being a minority is a clear minori~y
disadvantage, this club group
not
would serve as a forum congregate
for members to voice simply
Severo
concerns and express because
Avila
opinions that would groups make
otherwise be over- an easier target is ludicrous. If
looked and , in everyone believed that minority
some cases, delib- groups should remain hidden 'to
erately ignored.
protect their feelings and bodies.
Funhermore. a 'then we would never have had a
club such as this "Little Rock Nine" or a "Civil
would be a nec- Rights Movement" or a "Womessary tool for en's Lib.'' These are all examples
members to be of how a group of people seen as a force minorities and those considered
to be reckoned inferior at the time - risked psywith rather than as chological and phy~ical harm to
a few individuals to secure the basic human rights
~ overlooked.
everyone in this country enjoys
1 Ideally, we would
today.
like to live in a
If two people who like looking
society where race at trees want to form a club .simis of no more sig- ply because they enjoy looking at
nificance than shoe trees, there is nothing wrong with
size, but that is not that. lf a minority group must
the case. Until then, form a club for solidarity, unificlubs based on race cation. strength and safety, how
are vital for minori- can we even question whelher or
ties so that they can not this is acceptable?
make their voices
White heterosexual:. have
heard and have their formed a club - a very powerful
issues addressed.
and influential club. It's called
In the case of a "the majority of American sociclub based on sexual ety." So, if there are people who
orientation, the need is don· t want to see racial or sexujust as vital to its mem- ally oriented club~ formed, there
bers. If discrimination is a simple solution - end racism
based on race is still a prob- and discrimination in this coun lem in America, then dis- try, and these clubs will no
crimination based on sexual longer be needed. Until then. we
cannot deny nnyone the right to
orientation is an epidemic.
Generally. individuals with form a club, especially minon ty
any sexual orientation other than groups.
To say the formation of a club
heteroseltual are labeled "freaks"
and "abnormal." At best, they are bast"d solely on sexual orientaignored. At worst, they are tion or race dl>es not serve a purridiculed, shunned and, in some pose is utterly ignorant. If such a
cases, abused. Why would they club helps even' one person feel
want to join a club, you ask'? Per- accepted, apprectated and safe in
haps a club offers emotional sup- our society, then it will have
port from the constant judgment served a very important function .
and pressure from society. Perhaps a club provides understanding and promotes tolerance. Or
perhaps a club simply provides a
place to feel safe. Never underestimate the power of society. Jf Severo A \'ila is opinion editor for
you have never been on the 'The Murray State News."

Columnist offers suggestions to
decrease ramifications of war
What in the world'? Jt seems as if there
will be a war soon. Even without the support
of 90 percent of the world, mo~t likely there
will be one. Therefore. instead of trying to
prevent it by giving my usual opinions, I've
decided to help the world by giving it my
personal advice in case it gets itself into
trouble.
Starting a war would definitely take thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of lives
off the chart. II would leave entire towns and
cities deserted and destroyed. It will most
likely involve chemical or biological
attacks. Finally, it will definitely cause a
large los~ · of civilian Life. Therefore, my
advice to the "war-staners•· begins by telling
them not to take a life if there's any other
option . In other words. if someone surrenders, do not attack. Secondly, treating your
prisoners of war respectfully will only guarantee that you do stand for good and will
most likely get the other side to do the same.
However, just because the other side fails to
do so. it docs not mean that you should torture your prisoners or execute them.
Do not rely :-.nlely on technology to make
your warfare decisions. Don't get me wrong.
technology is a great thing. but in the field a
"hunch" can mean the difference between
life and death . Go into the war thinking that
you v.ill not come out a winner but knowing
that "trying" is the hest thing you can ever
do. Politicians dedde when the soldiers go
to light. but most politicians have never
been in rombat and do not know what it is
like. for this renson, I tell you that no matter
which side of the war you' re on, if you' re
fighting, then you're doing nothing \HOng.
You're simply n pawn. E\il is being done,
and you Ju not have control of what happens.

You might already be a soldier, or you
might actually believe the lies the governments tell you; either way, be comfortable in
doing your job because no one will ever
blame you. But, we'll remember the leader's
say in it. The passion that you will be part of,
the survival skill~ that you will use. the
adrenaline running through your body for
days, weeks, months or even years will teach
much of what the world needs to be taught
today. You will experience hell, and when
it's all over, you will go back and try to
remember who you were before you became
emotionless. Although for some people it is
not the case, my advice to you is that you
come back and tell the truth about what happened~ teach the generations that follow the
ugliness of wars - the death and destruction.
Show them what they have not seen since
World War II. Remind them of what they
have forgotten. There' s only one generation
that can tell us all about that today, and that
is the World War 11 generation . Sadly, this
generauon is diminishing in number, and so
we need another reminder of how diny.
cruel and inhumane wars are. It's sad really
that we must have that in order to come
together in peace.
Finally, although you will be sent to create
death and destruction, you MUST value life.
You must be a life proteciOr, or you may
become like a gun yourself- no humanity
will exist in you. You will simply be a
weapon th:u is expendable.
You cannot be a tool of death.

What
in the
World?

"Therefore,
my advice to
the 'warstarters·
hegins by
telling them
not to take a
life if there's
any other
.
optton.
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Abdulla El-bannan is a columnist for "The
Murray State News."
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Kentucky League of Cities prepares
to oppose possible budget bill

Officials continue
Columbia investigation

Nightclub owner faces
jail after fatal stampedf

Turkey considers
Russians pledge
aiding United States to des~roy weapons

FRANKFORT (AP) - Carlos Cintron, the
police chief of West Point, thinks a budget bill
pas!'ed by the Kentucky House on Tuesday
would mean big trouble for his town and its
four-person police force.
Tf enacted, it would take $5.4 million from
cities and transfer the money to county jails so
they could take in more state prisoners.
The money is "base court revenue," whkh
cities have been getting since Kentucky's court
system was reorganized in 1978.
The Kentucky League of Oties only learned
of the development late last week. Since then,
it has been rallying its local officials to carry
the fight into the Senate.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) -Small droplets of melted aluminum. The landing
gear door. Floating space
junk.
These are some of the clues
that members of the board
investigating the Columbia
disaster said they are examining as they try to determine
why the space shuttle broke
up Feb. 1 as it re-entered
Earth's atmosphere.
The investigation is not limited to just determining the
physical causes of the disaster.
Board members said Tuesday
they also would be reviewing
management practices in the
shuttle program, including
the effects of cost-cutting in
recent years. And they'll have
more time: The 60-day deadline set for a final investigation report has been dropped.

CHICAGO(AP)- Theowrlof a nightclub where 21 people
died in a stampede down a
narrow stairway could face
fines and more than a year in
jail for criminal contempt of
court, officials say.
"This was a disaster that
absolutely should never have
happened," Mayor Richar!3 M.
Daley said Tuesday, hours
before the city filed a contempt
petition naming the landlord,
the company that operated the
club and its president.
Twenty-one people - were
killed and more than 50
injun..>d early Monday after a
security guard used pepper
spray to break up a fight that
erupted in the second-floor
nightclub known as E2.
In the pru:ric, club·goers were
squashed in the stairway to the
flrst floor. Bodies were trampled and flattened against the
glass door at the bottom of the
stairwell.

ANKARA, Turkey (AP)
Turkey and the United
States failed again Wednesday to agree on the size of
an economic-aid package
that would open the way
for Turkey's parliament to
approve the deployment of
tens of thousands of U.S.
combat soldiers.
Turkey has delayed a
vote on the troops, saying a
multibillion-dollar aid package must first be approved
that would compensate
Ank.1ra for any losses during a war with Iraq.
Ships carrying equipment for a U.S. infantry
division are already at
sea, and Washington is
pressing for a quick
answer. The United States
wants to base tens of thousands of soldiers in
Turkey to open a northern
front against Iraq should
there be war.

Military call-up puts
strain on local police

Court sentences two
democracy supporters

YELLOW SPRINGS, Ohio
(AP) - The call-up of military
reservists
for
duty
in
Afghanistan, for homeland
security and to prepare for a
possible war against Jraq has
strained police and sheriff
departments nationwide.
The Washington D.C.·based
Police Executive Research
Forum says 44 percent of 976
law enforcement agencies it
surveyed between September
and November reported losing
personnel to reservist duty.
To make up for missing officers, sheriffs and police chiefs
have been forced to pay more
overtime, transfer officers to
ensure essential services are
covered, borrow officers from
other agencies and speed up
plans to put volunteers on the
streets.

HAVANA {AP) ·A Cuban
court has sentenced two supporters of the pro-democracy
Varela Project to 18 months
in prison for contempt and
resisting ar:rest, organizers of
the reform movement said.
Jesus Mustafa Felipe, 58,
and Robert Montero, 32,
were sentenced Tuesday by,
a provincial court in the eastem city of ·Palma Soriano,
said a statement by the
Christian Uberation Movement, whose founder is a top
Varela Project organizer.
The statement did not provide details about the incident that led to the charges,
and organizers could not be
immediately reached for
comment.
There was no immediate
reply by the government.

Physician accepts plea bargain
for prescribing painkillers '
PIKEVILLE (AP) - A physician caught in a
crackdown on the prescription drug trade in
eastern Kentucky has entered a guilty plea that
could put him in prison for up to 20 years.
Frederick Cohn, 71, of Albuquerque, N.M.,
reached a plea bargain with federal prosecutors
that will require him to cooperate in investigations of other health-care professionals, U.S.
Attorney Gregory Van Tatenhove said.
Cohn was indicted in August 2001 along
with a colleague, Yakov Gregorevich
Drabovsky, 54, of Paintsville, on 18 counts of
prescribing painkillers without a legitimate
medical purpose. They operated a pain clinic in
Paintsville.

Airport police officer finds
$17,000 diamond in the rough
HEBRON (AP)- A $17,000 diamond that
fell out of a woman's engagement ring was
found among thousands of grains of rock salt
at the Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport.
Airport police officer Jeff Knauf found the
diamond -about the size of a pencil eraser- at
the loading area for buses outside Concourse

c.

Michelle Glass, of Union, reaHzed her diamond was missing while on an outbound
flight from the airport on Jan. 27, police said
Tuesday. A search of her baggage and the aircraft failed to tum up the stone.
Knauf found the diamond while retracing
Glass' steps inside and outside the terminal.
Police returned the diamond to Glass when
she came back to the airport Jan. 31.

White House officials
target anti-war protests
WASHlNGTON (AP) President George W. Bush is shrugging off global anti-war
protests, saying his role as a
leader is to put national security first and confront Saddam
Hussein.
The administration mounted
a public-relations campaign
Tuesday in an effort to liken the
protests to demonstrations
against NATO's staging of missiles in Germany in the early
1980s - rather than to the massive protests against the Vietnam War three decades ago.
The weekend demonstrations, the largest anti-war
protests since the Vietnam era,
presented an unwelcome distraction to the White House as
it joined with Britain in pressing for a new Iraq war resolution before the U.N. Security
Council. More demonstrations
are scheduled for March 1 in
Washington and San Francisco.

Freshman Year ~)
Leaders Needed) ~~f

,

Remember how helpful your Freshman
Year Leader was?
Come be a part of this exciting program.

MOSCOW (AP) - Foreign
Minister Igor lvanov said
Wednesday that the disposal of Russia"s Soviet-era
chemical weapons remains
a priority for Moscow, but
extensive international support is needed to speed up
the giant task.
Russia has been trying to
convince other nations of
the seriousness of its
efforts to destroy its chemical- weapons arsenal,
which at nearly 44,000 tons
is the world's largest.
Russia, which made the
commitment when it ratified
the
Chemical
Weapons Convention in
1997, initially pledged to
destroy its stockpile by
2007, but it has requested a
five-year extension. Russian officials now say they
plan to destroy 1 percent of
their chemical-weapons
arsenal by next year, 20
percent by 2007, 45 percent
by 2009 and the remainder
by 2012.
In De~ember, Russia
opened its first chemicalweapons destruction facility. Two more facilities are
planned in the coming
years.

Cardinal urges for
inclusion of God
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
The head of Poland's powerful Roman Catholic
Church urged a panel
charged with drafting the
European Union's firstever constitution to include
language reflecting the fact
that
most
Europeans
believe in God.
Arguing that the 13member panel is "little representative" of Europe if it
overlooks the voice of
believers, Cardinal Jozef

Glemp
also
l?ndorsed
Poland's EU membership
aspirations in an interview
published in Wednesday's
issue of Poland's leading ·
newspaper, "Rzeczpospolita."
"God belongs to social
nature of man and removing Him points out to an
ideology," Glemp said.
The panel, led by former
French President Valery
Giscard d"Fstaing, has
strugglt·d to edit the first six
articles of the charter that
deal with religion, human
and sgiritual values. Current nnd future members
stnles are bitterly divided
on whether God should be
mentioned in the constitution.

Ebola virus erupts in
Republic of Congo
BRAZZAVILLE, Republic
of Congo (AP) · U.N. health
officials confirmed Wednesday that a disease outbreak
killing scores of people in the
Republic of Congo was
Ebola and warned that the
highly lethal hemorrhagic
fever could still be spreading.
So far, 73 people have been
infected, of whom 59 have
died, according to World
Health Organization investigators. Government health
officiab in the tiny Central
African nation report 80
cases with 67 deaths.
1llc Cuvette We:;t region,
where the deaths have
occurn.>d, has been quarantined by the government
since last week.
Blood samplt•s drawn
from victims in the region
tested positive for the Ebola
virus, .said Josef Mboussa, a
top official in the Republic of
Congo's ht>alth ministry.

World Briefly is compiled by
Adam L. Mathis. wire t•ditor.

The Brothers of ~X are proud to
announce the Spring 2003 rn
pledge class.

Requirements:
o Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring
2003 semester.
o Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA.
o Must have excellent communication skills.
Applications are available from your College Head, in the Student
Affairs Office. or download from the Murray State website, then click
Student Affairs.
•

APPLICATION DEADLINE: March 7, 2003
Must be turned in to your College Head and must sign up for
an interview time. Interviews wiJl be conducted by your College
Head on March 10, 11, and 12, 2003.

Information sessions will be held on February 24 and
March 3 at 5 p.m. in the
Curris Center Small Ballroom . You may attend either
session to find out more or call:
Paula Hulick
762-5344
Mike Young
762-6831
Paul Naberezny 762-6860
o r your College Head:
Steve Horwood
Clark
Bob Valentine
Elizabeth
Jane Hall
Springer-Franklin
Chuck Hulick
Hart

Ron Cella
Hester
Squire Babcock
Regents
Oliver Muscio
. Richmond
Bonnie Higginson White

Good luck Magister

-Adam Brinon
..

-
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Cyber recruiting comes to Univer$ity
by La uren Friske )
contributing writer
Murray State students can now interview with companie~ based hundred'i of
miles away without setting foot off campus.
Visual Cyber Recruiting (VCR), a Paducah company that has been in the traditional job-placement business for 23
years, has designed a mobile unit that
allows companies to conduct job interviews via the Internet.
The mobile unit debuted at the Career
Fair on Wednesday, making it the first
time that mobile video interviewing has
been conducted on any college campus in
the country.
"Visual Cyber Recruiting is an innova·
tive technique for the future of human
resource operations for companies large
and small," said Ross Me loan, Career Services director. "Thi~ process is not new.
(VCR) has developed a mobile unit that
will allow (companies) to take their unit
(anywhere) and interview over the lnlcrnet."

Visual Cyber Recruiting has been working closely with Murray State over the
past three years to develop the concept.
"Developing this database started out as
an incubator project for two Murray State
computer-science students, Julie Norris
and Kimberly Bradshaw," said Larry
Prior. Visual Cyber Recruiting president.
Prior said not only will the mobile unit
allow students more interview~ with
prospective employers. but it also will
help speed the job-search process.
"Current-day campus interviewing is
initiated through career fairs, and it is generally more of a resume-gathering time
than an interviewing time," Prior said.
"With Visual Cyber Recruiting, students
can actually be interviewed by the companies that day."
The program will require member companies to pay a fee to Murray State for
each interview or each hour of live video
interviewing, which Prior said is one of
the benefits for the University and its ~tu
dents.
"Students now have a numb.:r of ways
tq, interview tOday," Meloan said. " Visual

Cyber R~cruiting nnw pcr111its the student
to inwrvicw companie.; throughout the
United States from 'the Murray State
Career ~ervices office.''
Visual Cyber Recruiting also will result
in companies having more job openings,
Prior said.
"Companies nnw have In ny in a number of students tb interview for johs,
which n:sults in high interview expenses
anu lost office time," he said. " With Visual Cyber Recruiting, uny company can dial
in tu Murray State tmd do live interviews.
Because there are more students being
inter\'icwed live, and the companies' costs
are being reduced, companies can afford
to hire ;1 greater number of students.''
Prior said tl'tat in addition to the mobile
unit, Visual Cybcr Recruiting also has
dor)nted equipment to the Career Center
for the purpose of video interviewing.
Students will be able to take advantage
of Visual Cybcr Recruiting through the
Career Services office.
Said Meloan : "I am confident that it will
become a very regular thing over the next
few yenrs."

Karn Wurlh/7/,e N •'l\5

The mobile unit, designed by Visual Cyber Recruiting in Paducah, nuulc its
dt•but at the Career Fair on Wednesday. The mobile unit allows compunics to
conduct interviews from the comfort of their home offices.

.

Officials considering parent advisory council
by Vanessa Childers
contributing writer
Parental involvement at Murray
State will increase if a new parent
advisory council is implemented.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said establishing a parent advisory council
has been on Murray State's agenda for several years, but Universi ty President F. King Alexander

asked the Office of Student
Affairs to move: up the idea un the
University's priority list.
"We think this advisory council
would allow (the University) to do
a better job of getting parents'
input and •.. suggestions." Robertson said. "It will p{>sition them to
be even more supportive of their
sons and daughters while they are
in college."
·
Robertson said the council

would discuss issues and offer
input on concerns anu events at
Murray State. such as Family
Weekend. as well as items beyonu
the Uni .. ersity, such as l:ludgct
cuts. The council also CIJUld discuss fund raising and where to
direct rnised money.
Sanura Breivolgel, of Paducah,
said the council would :tppcal to
muny parents such as herself.
''I think a lot of parents would

be interested ," Brdvolgel said.

"It's a c.ontinuation of what they
nrc nlrcady doing to inform parents, like sending newsletters. and
a new way It) get (parents)
involved ."
The Office of Student Affairs
hopes to have an idea of what the
council will do by surnrncr orientations. Robertson said . Parents of
inr.:orning freshmen will he asked
tirst to join the council. After the

LOOKING FOR SOME THING FUN TO DO . .. BRJNG
YOUR FRIENDS, FAMILY, AND tNEMIES
(J UST KIDDING) TO
.

The Murray State
News needs
Sports Writers.

••••• ••••
•••••••

Apply at The Murra)J
State News
1st floor Wilson Hall
Ask for Chris Jung,
Sports Editor

AND MJNI - CARNIVAL

S6 for one game
$10 for two games

J',ll- llllllt" llllfllllldtlOll I"Olll.tl

t (:270) 7-lS 77!){)

Tues. - !iat.
11 a.m. - 1i! a.m.

76~·0040

2667 State Route

L--------------------------~

Murray Slate
University
Racer Arena

of Mnryland. have hnd success
with parent advisory counci ls,
Robcttson saiJ .
"This (council) ic; Stllllething
that would add to our partnership
with the parents, and it gets the
parents more involved," Robert
son said. "lt would just be n win
win for everyone, und we are
excited about moving this up on
our agenda and making tthc cou11
ci l) a realily.''

HOUR!i:

I
If you miss the 14th, don't worry-bring :
I
your
uspecial someone" and this coupon 1
I
into
Patti's
(lunch or dinner) and recieve 1
I
(270)
362-8844
•
a
tree
order
of Fried Dills with meal total I
I
of
$12.00.
One
order per couple, no
1
I
I ·MSU- Expires 2-28·03 · photocopies will be accepted.
I

Friday, Febru ~ 2 1
From
10 p .m. until 2 a .m.

initial council is organized, parents of all Murray State students
will be asked to participate.
Robertson said council membership will initially be free, but after
development, members will have
the choice of charging membership dues and developing a constitution.
Other schools, such as the University of North Carolina, Clemson University and the University

111 t"lll,llll.i/<"ll.lt.:·I~071 1 1\,dlnn.(<llll

Relax, Worship, Experience!
Neither have we. Which is

Better taste + mare stuff= better sa1tdwich

i----::=====VICTOR' S====----J
s--------1
S A N D \IV I C

D~livery

he

why it struck us a little funny when
we noticed that the slices of meal on
our competi tions' sandwiches were
perfectly round. We had never
seen a perfectly round turkey or
cow before.
At Victor's, all of the meals
used on our sandwiches are
prepared fresh in our store, which
makes them taste better.

H

E

Available
1301 Main St.
753-77 15

The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

pizza at 7:40.
Register to win FREE
tickets
to J ars of Clay concert!
• Must be present to win •
F~rst Baptist Fellowship Hall
St.

new-s
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Agriculture Day allows
networking opportunity
by Lauren Friske!

Watkins said some companies stay after the
luncheon and conduct interviews.
The Agricultural Leadership Council is the
driving force behind the career fair, Watkins
said.
Agriculture Day is composed of the career fair
during the day and the Alpha Zeta Agricultural
A wards Banquet in the evening.
Phil Parrish, National Alpha Zeta executive
dtrector, will speak at the banquet.
N umerous awards will be presented at the
banquet. including Outstanding Cowboy and
Outstandmg Cowgirl awards and an Agricultural Leadership Award.
Scholarship recipients within the School of
Agriculture al:;;o are recognized at the banquet.
Agriculture Day started in 1997 and has
grown considerably since then.
"One of the reasons it has grown is been use of
corporate spon!oiorship," said Tony Brannon,
coordinator of academic programs for the
School of Agriculture. "Through corporate
sponsors and the great support of the agriculture
business, the event basically only costs our students $1.
"We feel like it is an award for our students
for all of their hard work l}lld ach1evements."

contributing writer
While a college education gives students
needed career knowledge, Murray State also
provides students the opportunity to get their
foot in the bam door.
The Agricultural Career Pair will be held
Wednesday in the Curris Center large ballroom.
The career fatr, part of Agriculture Day, 1s
designed to focus on agricultural career opportunities.
"The career fair is a really good place to make
contacts," said Christy Watkins, School of Agriculture recruitment and activities coordinator.
"Freshmen and sophomores are encouraged to
go and look for internships, and juniors and
seniors go look for jobs.··
More than 20 companies have stgned up. and
employers often come back later in the spring to
conduct additional interviews, Watkins said.
There will be a luncheon for the companies
after the career fair. and the Agricultural Leadership Council will speak on the history of agriculture at Murray State. Also, the Agricultural
An.bassadors will explain what they represent in
the School of Agriculture.

the .m urray state n ews
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Teacher Quality Institute offers
high-school students head start
by Adam L Mathis
wire l'ditor

Murray State's Teacher Quality Institute is offering high-school students an
early opportunity to explore the teaching profession.
In an effon to recruit students for its
teaching program, Murray State is
offering two college-level education
classes, introduction to education and
exploring teaching, to high-school
seniors in the region, said W.A.
Franklin, Teacher Quality Institute
director.
"Our mission is to improve the quality of teaching in the public schools.''
Fr.mklin said. "We felt like the place to
begin that was to recmit highly capable
young people...
Franklin said the program 's success
has officials from other schools
requesting to use the program.
'1'he .<.tate of Kentucky is very interested in our approach," Franklin said.
"They liked what we are doing so well
t}lat they want the state to ndopt this
model statewide."

While the introduction to education
class is identical to the one offered at
the University, exploring teaching is a
new class that gives students an opportunity to do hands-on work with
instructors in the classroom, Franklin
said.
Students meet and work with an
instructor throughout the week, assist in
routine work and even make their own
presentations, Franklin said. At the end
of the week, students meet and review
their pelfonnances.
'That way, they are able to grow and
improve for next week's experience,''
Franklin said.
The program also helps students
enter college with a major in mind.
Franklin said.
"It's really a way for us to identify
and, in the final analysis, to retain ...
these people in our profe~sion, "
Franklin said.
With the current national shortage of
teachers expected to last 10 years, additional instructors are likely to be need·
ed, Franklin said.
The program currently involves 50

students in Paducah-Tilghman, Reidland, Graves County, Mayfield, Calloway County and Murray high
schools.
"This is an experiment, what we are
doing, and we wanted to make sure we
had all of the range of possibilities out
there," Franklin said.
Graves County High School Principal Ward Bushan said he is pleased
with the progress of the program and
want'> to continue it in the future.
Brian Wilmurth, Calloway County
High School a-;sistant principal, said
students there ha~·e been unable to participate in the exploring teaching class
because of a scheduling problem but
have enjoyed the program overall.
•·t think these students arc seeing
what it is that teachers go through,"
Wtlmurth said. "And it is something
that we hope that we can continue to
do."
Franklin said students must have a
2.5 GPA, two letters of recommendation from teachers, a letter from the
principal and nn ACI' score of 21 to
entu the program.
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this week
•MWiic - Quad State

Senior Band Festival,
aJI day, Lovett Auditorium.
•Radio - "American
Radio Works: Oh
Freedom Over Me,"
noon. WKMS.
•Music
Wind
ensemble and jazz
band, 7 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.
•Cinema International - "Shower,"
7:30 p.m.. Curris
Cente r Theater. Free
admission.

•saturday
•Music - Quad State
Senior Band Festival ,
all day, Lovett Auditorium.
•Cinema International - "Shower,''
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. Elizabeth College back lobby. 9: 15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward.
•Bible Study - Uni·
tarian
Universalist
Fe llowship of Murray, II a.m., Curris
Center
Tennessee
Room.
•Music
Senior
recital by Jeremy Lee,
2:30' p.m., Performing
Arts Hall.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house. 7 p.m.

•monday
•RCA - Reside'ntial
College Association
meeting, '5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are wel come.
•Music - University
of Regensberg jazz
ensemble, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.

•tuesday
•CAB Campus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•Music - Faculty
recital with Robert
Murray and Lauren
Murray. 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

•wednesday
•Deadline - Volleyball rosters due. 4
p.m .. Campus Recreation Office.
•SGA - Student Government Association
senate meeting. 5
p.m., Cums Center
Barkley Room.
•Art Display Black
History Month arts
display opens. 6 p.m.,
Curns Center Stables.
•Play - " Faith Ilealer," 7 p.m .• Studio
Theater. Free for students.

..

phone: 762-4480

Speed date, round

9
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Selected couples take a one-on-one Valentine's Day date
by Kyser Lough
college life editor
The final episode of
"The News" reality series
did not include major plot
twists. million - dollar
checks or a new singing
sensation, but the night
was still a success.
Megan Riley, freshm311
from Salem, Ill., and Kurt
Brown, sophomore from
Hickman, were the ftrSt
couple. selected from the
speed date, last week .
Courtney Baines, freshman from Danville, and
Heath Maddox, freshman
from South Fulton. Tenn .•
were the other pair picked
to go on an all-expensespaid date on Valentine's
Day.
The two couples were
chosen based on surveys
taken after an initial speed
date. The surveys covered
compatibility, physical
attraction and willingness
for a second date.
Riley and Brown gave
each other low marks on
the surveys; Baines and
Maddox gave each other
high scores. The Valentine's Day date tested
whether an eight-minute
speed date was enough
time to determine the
"date-ability" of a fellow
participant.
Associate editor Ryan
Brooks and r took on the
, task of chauffeuring the
two couples. Each dater
was picked up and
dropped off at his or her
respective apartment or
residential college, and
the two couples traveled
in separate vehicles.
A romantic, candlelit
dinner at Tom's Grille
started the evening, and
Michael
Bolton
and
Kenny G . entertained
through the restaurant
speakers. The couples
intermingled well, and
conversation
carried
throughout the dinner.
Next up was a few
frames of bowling at
Corveue Lanes. The
daters were informed that
the couple with the highest total score would get
the dessert of their choice
from Ashby's; the losing
couple would have to settle for one scoop apiece.
Riley's eyes perked up
as she explained how her
family hos an annual postThanksgiving bowl that
has sharpened her skills.
To Brown's delight and
the other couple's dismay.
Riley laced up and started
knocking down pins.

Although uncooperative pins and many presses of the reset button
plagued the first few
frames. the two couples
finally got rolling. Riley
and Maddox led the entire
night in individual scoring, alway!'> breaking 100,
but Riley and Brown
emerged on top. with a
total pin fall of 404 to
Baines' and Maddox ' s
359.
Once the daters turned
in their designer shoes
and fluorescent bowling
balls, ace photographer
Ryan Brooks made a film
run. leaving all four
daters to cram into my
Altima.
With three in the back
and one up front. we
headed to Ashby's. Conversation turned to how
local high-schoolers tradi tionally
"cru lse
the
square"; Maddox apparently came into town one
time to do just that. "Why
not?" J thought, and, taking a slight detour, we
headed to downtown
Murray.
One
circle
around the empty square
was enough to satisfy
everyone's needs.
At Ashby's, the couples
ordered their ice crtam
and then were separated
for the first time that
night, astde from travel.
Despite nosy customers at
an adjoining establishment gawking through the
glass to see whut was
going on. the two couples
finally had time for some
one-on-one conversation.
Once the bowls were
empty, we headed to
Lovett Auditorium for a
few pictures, and then the
date was complete.
All the daters said they
enjoyed their evening and
that they got more comfortable with their dates
as the night progressed.
Some of our participants
said it is hard to form a
good opinion of a person
during un eight-minute
speed date, and the oneon-one date allowed them
a deeper look into their
dates' personalities. For
others, eight minutes was
just enough time to figure
out what someone else is
all about, and the date
simply reinforced their
opinions.
No one got voted off
the island, and we had no
weakest link or mole in
the group, but everyone
enjoyed the date and '>aid
they were glad for the
experience.

(Above) Megan Riley, freshman from Salem, Ill,
checks the score as she and date Kurt Brown,
sophomore from Hickman, bowl at Conette
Lanes during their Valentine's Day date. (Left)
Courtney Baines, freshman from Danville, lets
date Heath Maddox, freshman from South Fulton, Tenn., have a taste of her ice cream while at
Ashby's. (Below) Both couples enjoyed dinner at
Tom's Grille. The four were selected based on
surveys handed out at the speed date.

photos by Ryan Brooks/lhe News

In their own words
"I felt awkward at
first when we went
to Tom's. I had
..___H_ea_th
_ ___. never been there
Maddox

•••

"I didn't think I was
going to be picked,
so I went ahead
and made other
plans to go home,
but I ended up cancelling them."

"I was excited to
hear that the date
was going to be
free, since I was
planning to ask her
out anyway."

Courtney
Baines

before. It was a lot
nicer than I was
expecting."

"Heath brought me
my favorite flower,
so things got off to
a real good start."

''Bowling was fun. Everyone was
playful, so I didn't feel stupid for
not bowling well."

•thursda
•Television - Black
History Month recap
with Chene Stubblefield, 7 p.m.. MSU
TV- I I.
•Play - "Faith llcaler," 7 p.m.. Studio
Theater. Free for students.
•Cinema I ntcrnational - "Metropolis,'' 7:30p.m., Cums
Center Theater. Free
admission.

college life editor: Kyser Lough
assistant college Ufe editor. Mlc:h.1el Driver

college life
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"My first thought on bowling was
that it wasn't going to be cool at all,
but it gave us a lot of interaction
that we wouldn't have had if we did
something like just going to the
show."

"I like the whole group thing; it
eased the situation in the beginning."
"The date was fun, but I'd rather
pursue a relationship that happens
naturally."

"Courtney was a total package everything I was looking for. I'm
not sure If she would say the
same, but I would hope so. I'd
like to hang out again and see
how things go."

"Heath was a really funny guy
who kept the conversation going
well. I could definitely pursue a
friendship."
t

"I wasn't expecting
much from the date
since we'd only met
for eight minutes,
but I knew we'd
enjoy ourselves."

Kurt

Brown

"Conversation was
a little awkward at
first but warmed up
by the end of the
night."

"The bowling alley was when
things started to loosen up. The
competition was good. We got to
know each other a lot better."
"A lot of times, in eight minutes, all
we do is rush to judge people and
form first impressions. Once you
spend more time with the person,
their true character shows
through.''

"Megan was a very fri~ndly and
sweet, attractive lady. I feel like
we could be good friends."

"The first thing he
did was give me a
box of chocolates.
That was cute."

a..;..;l~.::...lll..:.l:.lo~;.;!l

Megan

"My initial reaction
was that he is a
nice guy and that I
was definitely
going to have a
good time."

Riley

"When I found out
. we were going bowling, I was excited because I bowl a lot, and I'm ..
pretty good."
"The date got better as it progressed. I got more comfortable
with things. The longer we were
together, the more fun I had."

"Kurt wa~ a really nice guy. I had
a good time with him. He's really
sweet. I don't think I would go
out (on a date) with him again. I
see him as more friendship
material for me."

arts & ent
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this vveel<:

by Alicia Ray
contrihuting writer

Jars of Clay was the first
Christian band John Robison, senior from Poplar
Bluff, Mo.. listened to
when he became a Christian.
Source Assoctated Press
"I really latched onto it
because that was five years
ago. and I sti II listen to
them," Robison said,
Robison said he saw· the
1. Daredevil
band in concert for the first
Starring Ben Affleck
time several years ago with
his youth group at Six. Flags
2. How to Lose a Guy in 10
St.
Louis as pan of Jars of
Days
Clay's "Much Afraid" tour.
Starring Kate Hudson
"It was interesting to see
3. Chicago
how (their sound) came out
in concert," Robison said.
Starring Renee Zellweger
Robison said he is look4. Jungle Book 2
ing forward to seeing Jars
Starring the voice of Haley
of Clay again when it performs with Caedmon's Call
Joel Osmont '

•movies

Source: Associated Press

1. John Grisham- "The
King of Torts"
2. Robert C. Atkins- "Dr.

Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
3. James Patterson with
Andrew Gross - "2nd
Chance"

4. John Grisham- "The
Summons''
5. Robert C. Atkins
" Atkins for Life"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www. homestarrunner.com
This Web page is filled with cartoons about a creature with no
anns named Homestar and his
friends. The funniest parts are
tound in Strong Bad's e-mail,
where fans' letters are scrutinzed.
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Jars of Clay revisits Murray

1. SO Cent - "Get Rich or Die
Tryin'''
2. Dixie Chicks - "Home"
3. Kid Rock - "Cocky''
4. Norah Jones- "Come
Away With Me"
5. Avril Lavigne- "Let Go"

5. Shanghai Knights
Starr~ng Jackie Chan

the murray state news

and Randall Goodgame, a
Nash vi lie
singer-songwriter who plays folk
hymn:., at 7 p.m. Tuesday
in Lovett Auditorium.
Brandon Powell, Student
Government Association .
vice president. said he was
excited when a Christiantour representative contacted the SGA.
"(Jars of Clay and Cuedman's Call) are really wellknown in the Christian
genre of music, and we
courtesy Jars of Clay
haven't sponsored a Christian concert since my fresh- Jars of Clay will perform with fellow Christian performman year," Powell said. ers Caedmon's Call and Randall Goodgame at 7 p.m.
"Jars of Clay is a previous- Thesday in Lontt Auditorium. Tickets are S12 for stuly Grammy-award winning dents with a Racercard and Sl5 for t he general public.
band, and Caedmon' s Call
is also very talented and excited about seeing Caed- Jurs of Clay," Limoges
will put on a great show."
mon's Cull than Jars of said.
Limoges said he went to
Mike Limoges, sopho- Clay.
more
from
AmariJio.
"They are more freestyle his first Caedmon •s Call
Texas.• said be is more and irnprov rhythm than concert when he was a

sophom~re in high school
and has listened to the band
ever since.
"I have a group of friends
in a band who got to open
for them.'' Limoges said. "I
just lit...ed their style."
Craig Jacobs. sophomore
from Murray. said Caedmon' s Cull . is one of the
few Christian bands he follow..;.
' 'I think that Caedmon's
Call is u really eclectic
band with a fresh sound
that is rare in Christian
bands," Jacobs said .
Although
the
show
boasb l\ome of Christian
music's biggest names.
Powell said people of all
religions uno denominations will appreciate the
performances.
..Regardless of whether
you are into Christian

music. 1 think it will be a
very enjoyable show,"
Powell said.
Robi<;on said both Jars of
Clay and Caedmon •s Call
are not just good Christian
bands, but good bands in
general.
"They're
just
good
music," Robison said.
''They're not going to dominate you with Christianity.
They'll play some good
music."
Admission 1s $12 for
Murray State students with
a valid Racercard and $15
for non;tudents. Tickets are
available at the SGA office,
Betsy's Hallmark in Benton, New Life Christian
Bookstore in Murray, Lifeway Christian Bookstore in
Paducah. the Good News
Shop in Mayfield or at the
concert.

Nada Surf gives up 'Popular' music
by Michael Driver
assistant college life editor
Nada Surf is returning,
hoping to relinquish its
one-hit-wonder status.
"Popular," a funny motivational speech about
teenage dating spoken over
a catchy hook, was the only
original piece Nada Surf
offered on "High/Low,"
released in the mid-'90s.
The rest of the album
revolved around a generic
garage-rock sound, and the
band faded into obscurity.
One independent record
and seven years later, Nada
Surf is back on the scene
with "Let Go," a moderatetempo. mellow rock album
that is as far from "Popular" as a band can get.
Nada Surf discarded the
heavily distorted and simplistic sound of 1ts previ-

ous mainstream effort in
favor of a layered approach
on ''Let Go." The music is
still simple, but the current
sound is more mature, featuring a mostly acoustic
approach and a large
emphasis on the lyrical
prowess of the band members.
The little touches on "Let
Go" make the album
unique. Beeps in the background that form a countermelody and other obscure
sounds may not be noticed
at first, but the intricacies
create a musical jigsaw
puzzle that slowly unveils
through multiple listens.
Coldplay and Radiohead
employ similar techniques
wherein unrelated sounds
mix. to become an integral
part of the music. S uch
techniques are as wellimplemented on "Let Go"

as they have ever been.
However, the lyrics are
the key to Nada Surfs new
album. The percussive
strumming of the guitar
and driving drumbeats
often follow the same pattern, while the bass line
usually only deviates from
the melody to accent the
vocals. The vodtls on the
album are well-done and
lack frill~. forcing the
lyrics to the forefront.
"Let Go" kicks off with
.. Blizzard of ' 77." an
unusual opener because the
track is more mellow than
the majority of the album.
However, the song is an
excellent beginning and
shows great pop sensibilities without relying on
hooks, and the falsetto
backup vocals are reminiscent of the Beatles or. perhaps more appropriately.

Oasis in its prime.
The rest of the album is a
roller coaster of emotions.
tempos and styles. Nac.la
Surf bounces back and
forth between up·tempo
songs. such as ''Happy
Kid" and "The Way You
Wear You~ Head.'' and
dreamy ballads that muse
on the plight of existence.
such as "Blonde ,on
Blonde" and "Neither
Heaven nor Space."
The album is just more
than 53 minutes, but it
never trips over itself. No
song covers ground where
another has been, and each
song has a unique purpose.
The most Interesting
.song on "Let Go" is "La
Pour Ca." written entirely
in French with a title meaning "there for that.- The
lyrics may remain a mystery for most listeners (they

involve love and pain). but
most inte-resting is that the
track remains a compelling
song in the m1dst of the
other lyrically propelled
songs on "Let Go."
Although " La Pour Ca"
may be the most unique
song on the album. the
final cut. "Paper Boats," is
the best. The t~ack is a
melancholic look at the
futility of life with insight~
ful lyricl\ and well-performed music - something
one would expect from
Beck's "Sea Change," not
from a band that had its
only hit with a whimsical
novelty song.
Those looking for another instant hit like "Popular''
will likely be sorely disappointed by what "Let Go"
l'!as /.O offer. but ~uch listeners <tlso will miss the
point. However, those

looking for a strong entry
into independent rock will
probably find something
worthwhile, especially on
repeated listens. The little
touches in the music,
strong lyrics and easy-tolisten-to style make Nada
Surrs "Let Go" an album
that fans of independent
rock or rainy-day music
should not miss.
Grade: B+
am4zon.com
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Max Carman Outstanding Teacher Award

Murray Place

For recognition of teaching excellence as evidenced by
his/her effectiveness and ability to motivate and inspire
students in the classroom and outside the classroom.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
!, ___________________ .would

like to nominate
the award.

for

1. In what department does the faculty member
teach?____________
2. Have you had them in class? If so what
class?_________________________
3. Is he/she readily available for assistance outside of
class?_______________________________________
4. What qualities do you feel this teacher has that would
qualify them for this award for outstanding classroom
performance?____________________________________

(Nominee must have four years teaching experience at MSU}
Student's Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ __
____________________________________________

~~or

Date.______________
Phone________________________

-

Re~eem t~is cou,on 1
to receive 1~~ off :
1
reservation fee I

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON,
FEBRUARY 21 , 2003.

PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY

+, Murray Place
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talk about her students and her
team. Her eyes lit up when I mt!ntioned the trophies in her office.
"The trophies yeah! The trophies
are from the two tournaments we
just attended in Owensboro in
which the debate president, Mike
Homer, qualified for nationals and
Dr. Crystal Coleman recently state, where he and his partner
won the Coach of the Year award brought home second place, and
for speech and debate. The organi- then the rest of the team qualified
zational communication senior lec- for nationals," Coleman said.
Although quick to recognize her
turer is well-known to studems in
her department, but other Murray students' accomplishments, I pracState student.~ may not be aware of tically had to drag it out of her that
she also was given an award.
hu.
"The students from around the
Opinion editor Severo A vi/a
recemly sat down with Coleman state voted me Coach of the Year,"
and found out what make.r this Coleman said. "And that means the
most to me."
dynamic educator tick.
Coleman also was hesitant to
Crystal Coleman •~ office looks admit that the speech and debate
like a Hallmark factory hit by a tor- team is operating without a budget,
and when the funds they do have
nado.
Greeting cards from students are are not sufficient, she often undereverywhere - on the door, on her writes the costs herself.
Horner said Coleman helps him
de~k. along the window sill and
even on the couch. They are a tes- and his colleagues in many ways.
"She critiques us and helps us a
tament to how she interacts with
lot by polishing our ~kills; she
those she educates.
Coleman. director of forensics takes time out of her schedule to
(speech and debate), said God help us," Horner said. "And she
definitely has a very strong personmade teaching her calling.
"One day in Philadelphia, a stu- ality. She's strong in her views and
dent came up to me and said I was is full of self-confidence."
So, I learned about Dr. Coleman
• her role model and that I had made
a difference in her life," Coleman the educator. What about Crystal?
She is a woman of pure energy
said. "I have been teaching ever
and attitude - two very po~itive
since."
Coleman. who coaches the qualities.
'Tm always busy," she said.
speech nnd debate ream. proudly
displays the team's trophies and "That's actually what people say to
r uses every possible opportunity to me: 'Every time I see you. you're

11

Forensics coach Crystal Coleman sits in her office with her trophies from speech competitions a nd
cards from students displayed in front. Coleman was recently voted Coach of the Year.
in a hurry.' I'm either going somewhere or doing something, but I'm
always extremely busy."
Colemen is not too busy for her
priorities. however.
" I put God first. my husband and
family second; I put my students
and teaching third," Coleman said.
Then she candidly added, "l put
my health fourth. but I'm trying to
work on switching that up."

Students have noted that Coleman's unortho<.lox teaching techniques provide great opportunities
to learn both in and out of the
classroom. For example. while at
the University nf Wisconsin, Coleman took a class on a field trip to
see the "Jenny Jones" TV show.
After watching and listening to a
young girl with blue hair and many
piercings. Coleman got up, was

given a mic and proceeded to ask
the girl what statement she was trying to make by dressing and looking like she did. An argumem
ensued that ended when Coleman
told the guest she (Coleman) was
trying to make a statement too, but
did not need blue hair and tons of
piercings to do so.
Coleman is the first to admit that
she is not perfect, and there ure

Chris Schweizer

KEELHAUL
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SEA DOG. DO ANY I COULD DO SOME
CHANGES TO "WHO
OF YOUR SHOW
WANTS TO MARRY
IDEAS NOT

AN UNEMPLOYED
PIRATE. "

INVOLVE
YOU DATING
THE CONTESTANTS?

JUSTI N YOUNG AND DAVID
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I WAS KEEPING MY NIECE, AND
SHE BROUGHT HER KmEN
ALONG. I WAS SUPPOSED TO
DROP IT OFF AT THE VET.

The Weekly Crossword
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Horn sounds
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painfully
Scot's cop
Anchor
position
Capture
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Period of
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Valhalla
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Later on
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Lounge
around
News bit
Piercing
cry
J. J. Pershing'~
troops
Tammany
bigwig
Droop
Arafat's grp.

some students who do not like her
teaching methods.
"I never bend on my absentee
policy," she said. "I am the professor I always wanted to be. You
don't have to like me. That's OK.
Just give me the respect I give to
you, and we ' II be fi ne. but I don't
bend on my rules. lf I say f'm
going to do it, I do it. If I say I'm
not, I don't budge. End of story."
While Coleman may serve as a
role model for some studenrs. she
also has role models of her own.
"Jesus Christ is my role model,"
she said. "I strive every day to be
more like him. I'm far away, but I
try. He died for me. Would you?
•·on earth, my husband is my
role model. and then my mom and
dad.''
Among the many cards and photos on Coleman's door is a sticker
that reads "DIVA" - and that's
exactly what she is. She said her
favorite color is red because it is
fiery. exciting and bright. and she
has enough attitude, energy and
self-confidence to fill Racer Arena,
although she overshadows those
qualities with an eagerness to
praise her students every chance
she gets.
So after bidding farewell to a
woman who referred to me ns
"baby," "sweetie," nnd "boo boo,''
all in the same sentence. I read a
card on her door that said, " "I hank
you for being such a wonderful
teacher:• And that's what Crystal
Coleman is most proud of being a teacher and a dam good one at
that.

YOU LEFT YOUR
NIECE AT THE VET?

ROTHWELL

YOU MEAN NEUTER IT, RIGHT?
YOU NEUTER A MALE CAT.

I THINK IT MAY BE OK,
BECAUSE THEY WERE JUST
GOINS TO SPAY TkE
KIITEN. THEY'LL REALIZE
MY MISTAKE SOON ENOUGH
WHEN THEY DISCOVER THEY
HAVE MY NIECE ANO NOT A
MALE CAT.
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Council hosts talent-show fund-raiser
..

tar," Jones said. "But this is a love song just in time
for Valentine's Day."
The audience was visibly moved after Jones finished singing.
"I have always sang in church," Jones said. "Ever
since 1, was 12. I enjoyed singing."
Jones said he plans on becoming a youth pastor,
which will make usc of his love of singing.
The crowd erupted into laughter as Kyle Flanary,
sophoJTlQre from Frankfort, dramatically introduced
his band, "Forshee Hubler."
"I know I am funny- looking," Flanary said. "But I
am supposed to be funny for you to look at."
Without warning. Flanary belted out his own rendition of Sublime's " What I Got." Members of the
audience clapped along with the five-man band.
While two guitarists, another singer and a keyboardist backed up Flanary's rhythm, the lead singer
fell to hls knees in excitement as three more songs
were played.
"We just started our band three weeks ago," Flanary said. "We needed the practice because right
now we practice in a 12- by 15-foot room."
Flanary said it was the band' s first public performance.
Marquis Mcintyre. junior from Georgetown,
wrapped up the festitivites with his emotional song,
' 'His Eyes on the Sparrow.''
"Conviction made me perform," Mcintyre said. ''I
feel serene."
Anticipation was high as the j udges tallied scores
nnd reached final decisions.
Mcintyre accepted the third-place title, while
Bozarth and "Forshee Hubler" remained frozen in a
first-place tie. Audience applause determined the
final winner, Bo7arth.
1
"I cannot even read music." Bozarth said. " But I
like the social atmosphere of performing, and I love
to play."

b y Kriste n Watson
s taff writer
An evening of live comedy, singing, poetry and
dancing raised spirits. laughter and money in the
Curris Center Stables on Feb. 13.
Proceeds from the talent show benefited the Black
.Student Council. which also hllSted the event A
four-person panel judged the acts.
James Henry, sophomore from New Concord,
kicked off the festivities with a poetry reading.
"Someone asked me tonight to do it," Henry S<ud.
"I wanted to read poetry to have it out there; hopefully nc:~~t time I won't be as shaky as I was this first
time."
Upbeat intermissions between each of the five
coutcstunts offered popular music for the crowd's
enjoymcnl.
" My friends wanted me to come tonight," Kieko
Suwki, junior from Tokyo, said. "I am happy I
came. It is really different.''
The second contestant. Marcus Raglin. sophomore
from Georgetown, provided a definite change of
pace. From the beginning to the end of Raglin ·s
stand- up comedy routine. the entire crowd was doubled over in laughter.
"He has a gift for making people smile and laugh,''
Sara June Elliott, senior from Owensboro, said.
Raglin, however, was modest about his performance.
"This was the first time 1 ever got up in front of
people,'' Raglin said. " 1 just wanted to see what it
was like.''
Ebone Jones, sophomore from Memphis. Tenn.,
said she wus impressed by Raglin's nntics.
"1 thl>Ught it was very amusing,'' Jones said. "Marcus hns a humorous personality, and l was so
·
proud."
The talent show transitioned to a musical act as

John Ribision/The New~

Kyle Flanary, sophomore from Frankfor t a nd frontma n for " Forshee Hubler," entertains
t he crowd at a talent show hosted by t he Black Student Council on Feb. 13.
Stewart Bo7,arth. freshman from West Frankfort, Ill.,
exhibited hi s piano talent.
"I have been writing songs for four years and playing the piano since I was five ,'' Bozarth said. "I
wrote this song, 'Franktown Corridor Overture,' in
honor of Franklin College."
Bozarth said BSC members who set up a recruiting booth near the Cunis Center post office cncour-

aged him to enter the talent show.
..Usually 1 would have backed down from performing because I am usually nervous," BoLarth
said. "But lately, I have wanted to show people 1 can
play."
The crowd kept energy flowing as J ustin Jones.
sophomore from Murray, approached the stage area.
'·( don't know if you will be able to hear my gui-

Do you have a SprinQ Break N 0 R R 0 R story?
The Murray State News wiD be publlshln4 the top Sprlnd Break stories. To submit, e-mail your story to
Llfe@thenews.otQ. Include name, daytime phone, classification and hometown.
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Sports writer
disburses
rants, raves
Well, it's mid-February, and what's a
sports fan to do? It's been a month or so
since my beloved Buccaneers won the
Super Bowl, and it will be another month
or so before the Cubbies begin. once
again, to take years off my Life. So what's
a guy to write about? Well, s ince all of
you, much Like me, probably have the
attention span of a
gnat. let's just random•~
ly jump from subject to
subject. shall we? This
will be as rambling and
as terrible as "On lhe
John," only without the
constant self-deprecation. nnd '80s pop-culture references. Sounds
like fun, eh?
Can we please stop
talking about Mike
Tyson'.? Please? He's
been convicted of rape
and spent time in
prison only to return to
an ear off and be
bite
Nick
beaten like a mule
Batts
repeatedly. Now his
fight this Saturday is
"It's been a on-again and off-again
month or so because he went mentally AWOL and had a
si nce my tattoo put on his face
(I·HS FACE!). I wish
beloved
Mike would take his
Buccaneers own advice and "fade
into Bolivian." Ameriwon the
ca needs to quit focusSuper Bowl. ing its attention on nut
and it will jobs such as this guy
be another and spend more time
focusing on real role
month or so models - like Michael
before the Jackson.
Say what you want
Cubbies
about Kobe Bryant begin, once you may like hirn, you
may hate him. but the
again. to
fact is, he IS the next
Michael
Jordan. He'.s
take years
playing as well right
off my life." now as Jordan did in
his nrime. He scores
40-plus almo~t every
night. I know there are legions of people
out there who will blindly defend Jordan
in any argument. but I don't think thi.s
should even be arguable any more. By the
way. Will Chamberlain averaged 50
points a gume for a whole season. lie is
the reason why Jordan should not be universally acknowledged as the greatest
ever. Fifty points per game. I know he
was taller than everyone else, but so was
Manute Bot. I'm just saying- that's all.
Nothing will get a bigger laugh out of
me than saying. in your best Yao Ming
voice. "Can I write check?" It kills me
every time. I'm laughing hysterically
right now just thinking about it.
OK, here's something that is bothering
me a great deal: announcers constantly
referring to the name of their respective
sports. Allow me to explain. For instance,
you're watching the Super Bowl. and
Michael Pillman makes a nice run. You
might hear the announcer say something
such as, "What a well-designed football
play!" or "Michael Pittman just showed
what u great football player he is!" or
''That· s the way you carry the football!"
Do they think we have forgouen what
sport we are watching? Do we not know
what kind of ball players carry when they
arc playing football? I' m sorry for ull of
you who haven' t yet noticed this trend in
announcing; you will notice it now. and it
will probably ruin your life in the same
way it has mine.
Tiger Woods is good. Has anyone else
noticed this'?
Well. that's about it for me. It's about
time I fade into Bolivian. I've a long night
ahead of me. filled with watching basketball player::; run up and down the basketball court trying to :shoot the basketball
into the husketball goal. Before r depart. I
have just one question: C'an I write check?

Schnakenberg, Head leave in style
by Chris jtmg
spons editor
With the loss of two key senior
players on the horizon, the MSU
women's haskctball team (7- 17,
3-10 Ohio Valley Conference)
ushered in the their first winning
streak of tht: 2CX>3 season. defeating Tennessee 74-66 Thursday.
The win marked the final home
game for senior forward Beth
Schnakenberg and senior guard

Khadija Head, and the two were
honored nt halftime as part of
Senior Night.
Now in sole possession of
eighU1 place in the OVC, MSU
will cam a spot in next month's
OVC Tournament if the team c-.m
Y.in its next three regular-season
games.
"We lccllike we're going to be
there," Assistant Coach Rob
Cross said. "We .said after our
loss to SEMO to forget about the

Sports T.alk

Nick Batts i.l a staffwriter for "The Murray State News.''
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first part of the ~cason, and that
we had a six-gnme schedule to
play. We told the girls that if we
had a winning record in our next
six that we'll be the're. We need
to win another one to be in a good
position. Right now. we're 2- 1,
so we'll !tee what happens."
Schnakenberg also acknowledged the importance of Thursday's win.
''We knew we had to win this
game,'' Schnakenberg said. "We
knew it was very important, and
that it could've been the deciding
game in whether or not we make
the (OVC) Tournament."
The OVC's leading scorer,
Schnakenberg dropped a gamehigh 18 point'> and her fourth
double-double wi£h I I rebounds.
Head contributed nine points,
going 7-for-10 from the freethrow line. Sophomore guard
Brittany Park had 16 points,
shooting 2-of-4 from the 3-point
line.
Schnakenberg's lirst-half 3pointer was her 50th of the sea·
son, and the shot tied her for third
place for all-time 3-pointers
made during a single season.
Head played in her 107th career
gmne, tying her for lOth aU-time
in career games played.
"I'm going to miss them both a
lot," Cross said regarding the two
seniors' last home game. "Khadija has been excellent for us and
has such an effervescent personality. Beth has bt•en phenomenal
for us as well, and I feel like I've
had a special relationship with
her ever since I saw her play for
the lirst time. Academically. I'm
very proud of them as well. It
seems like they've bc.!en up for
the Commissioner Honor Roll
since r ve been here."
Leading by two at halftime,
MSU came out strong in the second half. shooting 54 percent
1l4·of-26) from the licld. However, the Lady Tigers kept things
• close from the free-throw line. as
MSU only converted 58 percent
(J 1-of-19) from behind the line.
The second half included four
tics and two lead changes, and
despite TSU's continued pressure
with its full-coun press, MSU

1-:yan Brooks/ Tht• News

(Above) Murray State senior guard Khadija Head drives
up the court in her final holne game at MSU.
(Left) Senior forward Beth Schnakenberg goes for two of
her 18 points in MSU's 7~66 victory on Thursday.
evaded their defensive traps and
was able to set up its half-coun
offense.
·•we did a much better job of
attacking the hasket tonight,"
Cross said. "We did a great job of
)>hot-faking and getting the ball
iJu;ide. That was the reason we
went to the line 25 times tonight."
Those trips to the line proved
!O be imponunt as both seniors
knocked down clutch free
throws. With 3:38 remaining.
Schnakenberg made two free
throws, giving ~SU n 65-59
lead, and llead added two free
throws of her own with 39.6 seconds remaining. capping the
game at 74-66.
After the game, Schnakenberg
said she was not worried about
Senior Night festivities, only
about winning.

"It felt like my nom1al routine,
a normal gmne," Schnakenberg
said. "Right now, we're just worried about the toum:1mcnt, and
tonight I jus1 conccntrnted on
winning. W...: haw three game-s
left and nothing's lor sure. We're
just going to go out and play
these last games as hard as we
can."
MSU is scheduled to play at
4:30 p.m. Saturday at Murcl11:ad
State, a team the women's SC.JUad
lxat by 23 at the Regional SJ»
cial Events Center on Jan. 27.
"We am't ovcdook thcrn at
all," Cross said. "Tht~y'll be
ready to play becausl' tht~y·rc
playing for something too. They
want one of tho:.e top-four spot<>
in the standings so they can host
a first-round OVC Toumarncn1
game. It ~hould be a good gamt•."

Rhoa.des, 'Breds take opener 3 :..1
by Chri-. jung
spons edttor
With allthn.'C :;larters returning from la.~t season's rotation,
Head Baseball C'oach Mike Thide is looking to hank on hi:.
2003 pi rching staff.
Junior lcft·hander Jesse Rhoades' (1-0) live-inning, IlK>·
plus pitch effort helped the Thoroughbreds (1-0) beat Southem Indiana 3-1 Thursday in the team's season opener.
"If every outcome comes out like this, it will be great,"
Thicke said. "We've known ror two years that Uunior nghthander Kyle P~rry) and Je.,sc were capable of gomg out then:
and throwing shutouts. This year, I think they're going to
come into their own and prove that they are as good a;; a Divtsion-1 pitcher can be."
With the game !>honened to eight inning!> bccauo;e of darkness, Rhoades provided the ' Brcds with five strong innings,
racking up six l'trikeouts, )>ix walks and surrendering one run.
Despite his overall perfonnancc. Rhondes' time on the
mound was not without diflicultie).. With the base' loaded
and no out~ in the top of the tirst inning. Thiel.:c paid a vi~it to
the hill.
"I.hatc going to £alk to pitchers with no one out," 1l1iekl'
said. "BUI I ju~t said, 'Jes!.C, just settle down. We'll concede
that runner on third. Just don'l let the runner on second
score:··
Rhoades :;a1d he heeded Thieke's advice, escaped the
predicament and regained his composure wh1le hauling the Murray State sophomore outfielder GeofT Kirksey is greeted by his teammates after scoring one of
cold.
his two runs during the Thoroughbreds' 3-1 victory over Southern Indiana Thursday. Kirksey went
"I really calmed down after J got out of that ha'>es-loaded 2-for-4 with two runs and two RBis in MSU's first game of its lJ·game homestand.
jam,'' Rhoades said. "With the cold. your fastball doc~n't
have much pop. On a day like today. your curve really has to :-ophomore outlielder Geoff Kirksey followed with an RBI allowing one hit with one strikeout.
work."
"Everything we planned on today. pitching-wise, worked
hase hit. A one-out single by junior outfielder Scotty Scott
Offensively, the 'Brcds managed 12 hit:., but left 10 men and an error while Scoll attempted to steal second base out," Thieke said. "Gray has a chance to be a premieR' close1
stranded on the ha<;es, and IWtl innings wert• entkd with the enahlcd Kirksey tu :;core. Kirksey was 2-for-4 with two runs for us, and if we continue to swmg tht• hats well. this team has
bases loaded.
and two RBis for the game.
a chance to win a lot of game~ ."
"I wa.~ happy with the wuy we !'>Wung the bats. especially
Neither team would score until the ' Breds struck again in
Rhoad~!'\ said he was equally confident.
this early in the season," Thicl\c ~>akl. "As you saw. the two- the bottom half of the seventh inning, with Rebout and Kirk"We're a n·al united team," Rhoades .~aid. "We re:~lly have
out RBis arc very important. lhey're as contagious as the sey again contributing. AJter a two-out single from Rebout. no weaknesses. and all the guys on our pitching stall''"" get
meac;les, and once your te<~m 'tans to get thn~c. anyont· lecls freshman infielder Derrick Newton pinch ran and scored on it done. We're going to win some games."
like they can be the one to step up there :md knock runs an RBI double from Kirksey.
's season opcne1 wa.-; the flfSt of a 13-gamc homcMand for
home."
Freslunan right-hander Ian Moore pitched two innings in the 'Breds. MSU baseball will resume with doubleheaders
With the ' Breds trailing by one run, junior designated hit- relief, allowing n single hit with three strikeouts. Junior do!.- again~! Bradley tx:ginmng at II :30 a.m. Saturda) and Sunday
ter Man RL·bout led off the senllld inning with a double, and cr Greg Gr..ty took the mound to linish the game in the eighth, at Reagan Field .
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OVC Men's Basketball
Standings

OVC Men's Basketball
Schedule

OVC Women's Basketball
Standings

OVC Women's Basketball
Schedule

Intramural Basketball
Standings
Residential College

OVC
Morehe.:~d

State ll -2

Austin l'eJy
T~nncs~·e

Tl'Ch
Murray State
Eastern"Illinois
Tennessc.•t•· Martin
Eastern Kcntm:ky
SEMO
Tennessee Stnte

10-2
8-5

Overall
17-7
17-6
15-11

7-6

14-10

7-6
6-7

12-13
13-11
10-13
10-16
2-21

4-8
4-9

0·12

ovc

Feb. 22

Tennessee-Martin® Ea$tem Kentu(ky,
6:30p.m.
Murray State@ MorchcJd Statt•,
6:30p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ Tennessw State,
7:30p.m.
Austin Pcay @ SFMO, 7:30 p.m.

x-Au~tin l'(•ay
11-ll
x-Enstcrn Kentucky 10·3
')4
x·SEMO
:-.-Morehead State 7·6
x·Termcsset.'-Martin 5-6
TenncssC'c Tech
4-8
.p}
Eastl'rn Illinois
Murrny State
3-10
TennL'~scc State
2·ll

Overall

Feb.22

19-3

'Jcnncssce-Martin@ Eastern Kentucky,

18-7

4:30p.m.
Murray StJte @,Morehead Stille,
4:30p.m.
Austin Pcay@ SEMO, 5:30p.m.
l'cnnessec TL'Ch € Tennesst'C St.1te,
5:30p.m.

.

x-clmchrd

ave 1immflllltlll bt'rtlr

15-9

14·10
10-14
9-14
5·19
7-17
4-19

Men

Intramural Basketball
Standings
Greek teague
Fraternity
Sigma Chi
Pi Kappn Alpha
Phi Kappa Tau
Lambda Chi Alpha

5·0

franklin
Cl.uk
Regents
Hart

6·0
4-2
3·2
3-3

Women
Hester
Regents
Springer

5·1
4-2
4·2

Quirt Storm

4·1

Tadpole Paddyw01ck

White

3·3

TriSigmn

4-1
3-2
2·2

4-1
H
3-3

Sorority .
Alpha Gamma Delta

.
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Rifle qualifies
for NCAA finals

Each season, there are many things you can learn,
not just being a baseball player, but being a student ath·
lt!te. It takes a great amount of dedication in practice
time and with classes.
Baseball is a very difficult game at the Division I
level. It takes a very strong-minded, strong-willed indi·
vidual to play because it is so tough, and failure is such
a part of baseball that you have to Jearn how to take
that and how to deal with it to limit the number of fail·
ures you have. When students leave here after being a
Murray State baseball player, they understand that
hard work will lead to success, and that's one of the
things we want them to understand.
You prepare your team both physically and mental·
ly for the season's start, for the things that can happen
during the season. You hope they remember those
things and learn how to react, and you hope they're
mature enough to handle those problems.
~aseball is such a balancing act of failure and success,
and how you handle both is rcnlly important to what
you get out of the game. There's really a fine line
between success and failure. EaCh can happen from
doy to day and from play to play. They have to play on
an even keel, emotionally and physically, E>ach day. lf
they come out and give everything they have each day,
then they have a good chance of success each day.
The Murmy State baseball team is, and always has
been, a hardworking and dedicated group of individuab who have gone out and represented this communi·
ty and University at a very high standard, and that's
one of the things that we insist. Whether we win or
lose, we're going to keep our heads high.
I feel like this team has a' pos~ibility of being a highly successful team. This team has taken a couple of
years to mature, and now we have the personnel in
place to vie for a conference championship. What we
net•d lo do now is get a few games under our belt and
get on a good winning streak by the time our OVC play
starts.

J '

-

Murray State. Park was
9-of-11 from the free·
throw line.
The MSU r ifle team
Senior guard Khadija
qualified
for
the Head picked up a douNCAA
Champi- ble-double with 15
onships in both air rifle
points and 10 assists.
and small bore for the'
Junior guard Megan
24th-consecutive time.
Fuqua
added
15
The
ch amp ionsh ips points, and senior for·
will be hosted by ward Beth SchnakenArmy on March 14·15
berg scor~ 13 points.
in West Point, N.Y.
Schnakenberg, the lead·
Only the nation's to p
ing OVC scorer going
eight teams in each
into the game, played
event qualify for the
despite having stitches
NCAA Rifle Champ i·
on her right eye.
onships. The Murray
Murray State shot
State team qualified
82.9 percent from the
after its perfonnance at
free-throw line for the
the NCAA Sectionals
game, despite strug·
held at MSU on Feb. 7gling with free-throw
9.
shooting earlier in the
Junior Morgan Hicks
season.
led the team in both air
The women were 6·
rifle and small bore
17 in overall play and
and qualified as an
2·10 in the OVC going
individual as well as
into Thursday night's
with her team.
game in the RSEC.
Murray State will
compete in air rifle and
small bore against Rooms available
jacksonville
State, for OVC tourney
Kentucky,
Nevada,
The athletics depart·
Xavier and defending ment has announced
champion Alaska-Fair· the reservation of hotel
banks - the other
rooms for Racer fans at
teams that qualified in
the OVC Tournament
both guns.
in Nashville, Tenn.
The Racers will host
The
Millennium
West
Virginia
on
Maxwell House is just
March 1 at the Pat
five
minutes
from
Spurgin Rifle Range in
downtown Nashville
Stewart Stadium.
and will have 100
rooms on March 7, the
Racer women
night of semifinals,
claim OVC win
and 40 rooms on
The women's basket· March 8, the night of
ball team picked up its the
championship
second Ohio Valley game, for Murray State
Conference
victory basketball fans .
Monday night, defeat·
The games will be at
ing Eastern Illinois 79· Nashville's Gaylord
Entertainment Center.
73.
The rooms can be
Four Racers scored
in double figures, led reserved for the Murray
by sophomore guard State fan rate of $83 per
Brittany Park. Park night by phoning the
had a game-high 25 Millennium Maxwell
points and grabbed House at (800) 457·
eight rebounds for 4460.

OVC Action
Men's Scon~~
Ftlb. J3
Tennessee-Martin 77
Southeast Missouri 61
Austin Peay 71

Tennessee State 56
Mumy 5Ute 96
Eastem Illinois 77
Feb. 15
Eastern tmnols 85

Tennessee-Martin 84
Morehead State 88
Eastern Kentucky 87

Murray State 71
Southeast Missouri 65
Austin Peay 58

Tenaeuee Tech 54
Women's Scores
Feb. 15

Tennessee-Martin 62
Eastem llinols 58
Jenny Hahn/The News

Senior forward Beth Schnakenberg recei\'es a pass in the women's basketball team's 79-73 win over Eastern Illinois. The victory was MSU's
second conference win of tbe season. Schnakenberg leads the team and
Ohio Valley Conference in scoring. averaging 17.6 points per game.

March I in the north
gyro of Carr Health.
Six players will be
allowed on the floor
from each team, and
three must be f~male.
fnterested students
should provide the
team' s name, contact
information, a phone
number and an e-mail
address to the front
desk of White CoUcge
at 762·6151.

The OVC Champi·
onship game will be
televised live on March
8 by ESPN2. Tipoff i~
set for 3 p .m .

White College
hosts tournament
Tuesday is the final
day to regbter for the
White College co-ed
volleyball tourn<~ment.
Team entry fc<>..S c1r1.J
$20, and the money
will benefit the American Cancer Society's
Relay for Life event.
The tournament is
set to begin at C):30 a.in.

commemorative video
of the Racers' 1988
NCAA
Tournament
victory over North
Carolina State. The
1987-88 team was the
only Racer squad to
win a game during the
NCAA Tournament.
Videl>S can be pur·
chn~ed for $20 from the
athletics department.
For more information,
phone 762-6800.

Basketball video
now available

Sports Briefly is compiled

Racer basketball fans
can now purc hase a

by mmsta"t sports «<ilof'!
Amnnda Lee.

Southeast Missouri 62

Mumy State 53
Austin Peay 93

Tennessee State 45
Eastern Kentucky 72
Tenn...-e Tech 63

Feb. 11
Morehead State 86
Eastern Kentucky 80

Mum y State 79
Eastem Illinois 73

Tennessee-Martin 60
Southeast Missouri 59

Source: 0VCSpcwts..COIII

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon Would
Like To Congratulate the Chapter On
Their Recent Achievements
Congratulations to brother
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Matt Mastin

Quest to Greece

t

Justifl 'G·ibB.s· · '.
.Da~fel Matheny·
Andrew ·.·'RagSdale
.David · Ritson
~·.Brian
~ Rbmmes
.
··Mike WatHen

from our National
Headquarters.

.
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'

The top award at our
national Carlson
Leadership Academy
•'

•

~
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~

J
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The Quest t o Greece is a
trip to G reece awarded to
the top 12 scholars in the
nat ion. The trip will take
place the summer of 2003.

~

Way To Go Matt!
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Racers win two straight as final stretch be
by Chris Jung
spons editor
On a night when histoi)'
wa:. honored by re.:ognizing the 1987-88 Murray
State haskethall team, current Hc:td Coach Tevester
Andcrl'on made a little history of his nwn .
The Racers' ( 14-9. 7-5
Ohio Valley Conference)
71-65 victory S<tturday
over Southeast Missouri
brought Anderson his 56th

home victory and I OOth
career win.
"ThiS was a very tough
win for us, and we certainly didn't play our best
g::unc of the season. but it
was good enough for the
victory," Anderson said. "I
thought SEMO really
played with u Jut of intensity, and we matched them
at times, but we just
weren't very consistent
tonight."
MSU wn!' strong offen-

sively, and junior guard
Chris Shumate led all scorers with a game-high 19
points. shooting 8-of-11
from the field. Fellow
junior starting guard Rick
Jones dropped in 15 points
of his own, shooting 2-of-3
from the 3-pomt line and
7 -l>f-7 f'rom the free-throw
line.
Junior forward Cuthbert
Victor also was effective.
scoring 16 points to go
along with nine rebounds,
four steals, two blocks and
two assists. Coming off a
stellar performance against
Eastern Illinois, senior
center James Singleton
struggled from the field but
finished with seven points
and a game-high
13
rebounds.
"James Singleton had
one of those nights against
EIU where he was in a bigtime zone," Anderson said.
"Unforrunutely, he came
out on Saturday night and
struggled a little bit and
wasn't in that same kind of
zone. He :.howed some
maturity in knowing when
to htlld back. Some players
would've come back Saturday and kept shooting
(3-pointerli) and done more
harm than good, but he
chose to help his team in
other areas like rebounding
and defen:.e:·
Three minutes into Saturday's contest, MSU took
a 4-3 lead and never
looked back. Building a
35-28 lead by halftime and
hlllding a pair of 11-point
lead:. in the second half,
the Racers seemed poised
for a double-digit win.
However, SEMO wa~ hot
in the second half, shooting 9-of-16 from behind
the 3-point line, including
4-of-H and 15 points from
SEMO
guard
Derek
Winans.
"I thought we did some
good things at times. and
we worked our offense for
some very good looks
throughout the night."'

Ander~on .said. "Unfortunately, we did u very poor
job of defending the 3point shot, and SEMO hurt
us scveml times with it."
With 19 seconds remaining in the game. SEMO
ccnt~r Brandon Griffin
stepped back and knocked
down a 3-pointer, cutting
the MSU deticit to 67-65.
Clutch free-throw shooting
from Jones, including 4-of4 from the line in the final
13 seconds, kept the ganie
out of reach for the Indian~.

The Racers also dominated under the basket.
MSU outscored SEMO 326 in the paint and ourrebounded the Indians 3523. Foul shots also were a
factor in the second half, as
MSU was 12-of-18 from
the charity stripe. SEMO
did not attempt a single
free throw.
"I wish someone could
explain to rne how Murray
took 18 free throws and we
had none,'' SEMO Head
Coach Gary Gamer said. "I
dQn't understand how that
happened."
The Racers' 96-77 win
over Eastern Illinois on
Feb. 13 was highlighted by
a strong performance from
Singleton.
The junior-college transfer had career highs in both
3-poi nt
shooting
and
rebounds, finishing with
37 points ( 14-of-16 from
the field and 8-of-8 from
the 3-point line) and 18
rebounds, both RSEC
records.
Victor also chipped in a
double-double with L7
point" and 10 rebound:. to
go along with four assists
and two steals in 29 minutes of' ;u.:tiun.
Jones continued his hot
shooting from beyond the
arc, hitting 3-of-4 from the
3-point line for nine points,
and Shumate contributed
seven points and six
rebounds during his 23
minutes of play.

•

With the win over
SEMO, MSU is now tied
for third place in the ave
with Tennessee Tech.
Fighting for one of the top·
four spots in the standings
and a first-round OVC
Tournament game at horne,
the Racers now head off
for their annual "Death
Valley Trip." which started
Thursday at Eastern Kentucky and ends Saturday at
No. I Morehead State.
"This is going to be an
interesting week coming
up for us," Anderson said.
"I think everyone is looking forward to 'Death ValIcy.' It 's always been a
tough trip for us, and it was
especially difficult last
year, but 1 do think that
was the turning point for
our team last season. I
hope this time around we'll
go there and (do) some
positive things for our basketball program and help
jump·sturt us for the rest of
the season."
Saturday's tipoff is
scheduled for 6:30 p.m.
against the Morehead State
Golden Eagles.
Results from Thursday's
Eustem Kentucky game in
Richmond were unavailable at press time.
]l'nny Hahn/ The News
(Left) Murray State
junior forward Cuthbert Victor goes for two
of his 16 points Saturday
in the Racers' 71-65
defeat over SEMO.
(Right) Murray State
senior center James Singleton set a school
record Feb. 13, going S..
for-8 from the 3-point
line. Singleton finished
with a career-high 37
points and RSEC-record
18 rebounds duriog the
Racers' 96-77 ~·in O\'er
EIU.

OPEN
Phone:
767-0486

Mon.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tues • Thurs.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Fax:
753·7993

Fri. & ~t.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

'~• -~~~ s!ll!JJ' :D[ff.2iJl ff)1 R-l)llllll7 tb~lll:!l~ Dll>lln~
The temporary closing of Dutch Essenhaus does not effect us.
President: Emily Keal
Excnttivc Vice President: Becky Swatzell
Membership Education Vice President: Ashley Ireland
Renuitmcnt Vice President: Rissy Diaferia
Dircdor of Social ·E nrichment: Melissa Proctor
Director of Standards and Ethics: Lisa Schapira
Treasurer: Deirdre Buckley
Historian : Brittany West ·
Recording Secretary: Rachel Taylor
Corr-esponding Secretary: Nikki Wenzel
Formal Recruitment Chair: Anne Rothenburger,
Chaplain: Kelly McKee
Sports Chair: Amy Richerson
l'ride Leaders: Nikki Holland, Kristine Brown, Deirdre
Buckley. Brittany West, and Krissa Dudley

\

0 p e n

R e c r u i t rn • · :1 t •

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.

............................... *

Now Taking Enrollment!
We Instill a ·ute Skills· Curriculum

Newly Initiated Members:
Katie Haire Gamble
Catherine Booker
Jenny Keohane
Jcn~ifer Blakely
Jennifer Schaaf
Krissa Dudley
Kristine Brown
Rachel Taylor
Rissy Diaferia
Melissa Proctor
Krystal Hillsman
Erica Richie

\

1 0 - 1 3

• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine lettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More

I

Pearls, La,·alicrs, Engagements, and Weddings:
Becky Swatzell
Kellie Ruhija
Ashley McGill
Amy Richerson
. Katie Haire Gamble
Dean's List:
Andrea Morrow
Jennifer Gourley
A~hley Ireland
Lindsay Rogers
Christine Brown
Nikki Holland
Amanda Mnthenia
Amanda Merrill
Britlany West
Lisa Schapirtl
Campus lm·olvement:
Jennifer Gourley: Order of Omega
Ashley lrelaml : Hester Honor Society
Jenny Keohane: Clark College Female Member at Large and
International Stmknt Ambassador
Chasidy King: President of Lambda Alpha Ep~ilon
Amanda Merritt. Amy Richerson, and Amanda Pate; Student
Arnbao;sadors
Je~sicn Crockett: Miss Murray State Candidate
Jennifer Schaaf: Sigma Pi Sweetheart
Deirdre Buckley: RCA
Ma r c h

LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE

Property Manager: Anne Rothenburger
Public Relations: Amanda Merrill
Panhellenic Delegate: Jessica Crockett
Panhellenic Representatives: Deirdre Buckley nnd
Amanda Pate
Philanthropy Chair: Amanda Merritt ·
Guard: Andrea Morrow
New Member Coordinator: Amanda Pate
Spirit Chair: Amanda Merritt
Scholarship Chair: Lindsey Rogers
Leadership Chair: Rachel Taylor
Alumnae Relations: Jennifer Gourley
Music Chair: Lindsey Rogers
Gift Mart: Deirdre Buckley

For Ages 0-12
State Assistance Available

~ 753-5227 Call, Today
New Owners: lUng a Gerald Dlnh
109 S. 15th St., Murray

www.djnhmaa.com

Life Ski/16 Curriculum

Nikki Holland
Juli Belford
Megan Coffer
Amy Richerson
Andrea Morrow
Kcil>ha Conley
Anne Rothenburger
February Alphas:
I .eslie Barger
Amanda Mathenia
A~hley McGill
Sarah Ellegood
Chasidy King
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Track and field competes at USA Open
by Amanda Lee

Lancaster run for a seventh-place finish in the
3,000-meter run with n time of 8 minutes. 56.32
seconds. in addition to a ninth-place showing in the
5,()(){1-meter run ( 15:49).
''Hopefully. I'l l be in contention to do well at the
conference meet," Lancaster said. "That's what
we're focusing on."
Knippcn earned the highest finish for the men's
team with his third-place showing in the weight
throw. Knippen threw for 53 feet, 7 inches. Knippen also placed fifth in shot put with a distance of
49-9.
Lancaster said the indoor season prepares the
tenm for spring competition outdoors.
"We just kind of tm.in through indoor," Lancaster
said. "You just continue to improve in indoor to get
ready for outdoor."
For the women's team, Jamie Nurnberger fin-

assistant sports cc..Jitor

Both the men's and women's track-and-field
teams placed members in the top 10 at the USA
Track und Field Open in Carbondale. JIJ.. last weekend.
The competition. which was an unscored meet.
featured approximately 20 teams. including Eastern
Illinois, Vanderbilt and Southeast Missouri. The
event wns hosted by Southern Illinois.
The men had strong showings from junior thrower Brian Knippen and sophomore distance runner
.Brnndon Lancaster. Both men finished in the top 10
in their events.
"I felt good that I'm continuing to improve,'' Lancaster said. "I'd lil.:e to keep improving on my
times."

ished eighth in both the weight throw and the shot
put. Her distances were 50-3 1/2 and 3H-8 1/4,
respectively.
"1 was really pleased with my placing in the shot
put," Nurnberger said. "But J feel like I could have
thrown better in the weight throw."
Nurnberger said Murray State's throwers are
looking forward to the outdoor season because
more events are offered.
"There's a lot more opportunity to compete."
Nurnberger said. "We're ready to get outside and
throw outside."
Nurnberger was joined in her top-10 performance
by several of her teammates. including sophomore
Sh~nah Zigler. Zigler tied for seventh in the high
jump and placed I Olh in the pole vault.
"We have a really good team this year. and I think
we'll do better than last year.'' Nurnberger said.

Nurnberger said the throwers arc optimistic about
the rest of the season. especially after the team's
performance at SIU.
"We all did really good, and a lot l>f people hit
their personal bests." Nurnberger said.
Head Coach Norbert Elliot is in his first season as
coach for both the women· s and men· s teams. He
joi'ned the athletic department before the stan of the
2002 fall semester.
"We've got a new coach; we're real young," Lancaster said. "The team's still building at this point.
We're not in contention 10 win the conference.
We're just trying to improve."
Both teams will travel to Cape Girardeau, Mo .•
today for the SEMO Open. The event will be the
last indoor meet before the Ohio Valley Conference
Indoor Track and Field Championships on Feb.28
through March I.

Men's tennis bounces conference opponents
by Amand a Lee
assiMant sports editor

The men·s tennis team pulled off two
wins lma weekend against Ohio Valley
Conference-rival Austin Peay and Alabama A & Min Clarksville, Tenn.
The Racers took home a 4-1 victory
over APSU on Saturday morning as both
the No. I and No. 2 doubles teams for
Murray Stale defented their opponents.
Sophomore Adam Maskill and junior
Ma~irnbn Muskwe played at the No. I
spot for the Rncers. winning their match
agnmst Au~lin Peay's Nabil Lababedi and
Jeffrey Albert ~-3. Murray State's No. 2
team, senior Thiago Gondim and junior

Zakaria Bahri, won 8-6 over Wesliegh
Pancho and Jnao Pinho.
Maskill said he did not play to his fu ll
potential last weekend because he is still
fighting a back injury.
" I was pretty happy with the way I
pfayed," Maskill said. "But I haven't been
I 00 percent."
Gondim gained another victory in the
singles competition, filling the No. I
position for the. Ract!rs. Gondim won 6-3.
6-1 against APSU's l..ababedi.
Bahri and Muskwe also won their single~ matches.
"I feel like I'm playing better now,"
Muskwe said. "I've gotten my confidence
up and I'm mnking better decisions on the

player Maskill defeated Hassan Jattan 6-

court.
Murray State managed a 5- .1 victory
over Alabama A & M on Saturday,
pulling the team's season record to 4-5.
Gondim and Bahri posted another victory
in the doubles competition with their 8-1
win over Alabama A & M's Hassan Jnttan and Nad ir Guenfoud. The No. 3 doubles team of freshmen Craig Jacobs and
Richemn Mourc1d also won their match
against Jadrian Turnquest and Adande
Piggott with a score of 8-2.
Gondim. Maskill, Muskwe and Mourad
all pulled out singles victories. Gondim
again played at the No. I spot for the Racers, winning 6-1. 6-2 against Snmmy
Muriuki of Alabama A& M. No.2 single~;

C hampionship. and Head Coach Mel Purcell was numed last season's OVC Coach
of the Year.
"We've beaten every team in the conference so far,'' Maskill said. "Our goal is
to win the conference again this year."
The men will have a short break before
competing March 5 at Southern Illinois.
T he Racers will then have three matches
on the road before returning home to face
Southern Illinois on March 27 at 2:30
p.m.
" I hope the team will keep performing
the way we have been and win the OVC
(Championship) again," Muskwe said.
"We look forward to winning and give
I 00 percent no matter what."

3,6-2,
"I just want to play to the best of my
ability and win us many matches as possible, especially in conference,'' Maskill
said.
Muskwe said Austin Peay and A labama
were strong opponents.
''They're fairly good.'' Muskwe said.
"No match is an easy match. They caught
us on n good day when everyone just
played really welL"
Murray State is now 3-0 in OVC, having defeated Eastern Kentucky nod Morehead State on Feb. 8 before last weekend's win over Austin Peay. ·
The Racers won the 2001-02 OVC
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TRAVEL
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N.ouonal Guard. YOU CAN!
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utJ~~
Pet Sitdng

House Sitting

WE WILL TEND
Fidos, Fdines, 11sh,

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.

Mur11v
State

F~nth~reJ

Frtends,

as well as lfny other l·urry or
non·furry critters m theu own
horne

environment.

Shawn Maxwell

753·6147

Located inside
Wai-Mart.
02003 Blockbuster Inc.

~.~:ssee
State
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Regional Special Events Cent~r

Marw of ~r favorite dassics & new releases!

• Over 3.000 DUDs in stock!
e New arrivals weeklY.
114 N. 12th Sf. IJC'-'iclfMCtllirJ 153·1610
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Piracy:
Terrorism:
Universities implement Software programs monitor Internet movement
stronger campus security
From Page 1

From Page 1
of Public Safety for the University of Iowa,
which has upward of 29,000 students, said his
university has responses based on the Homeland Security Advi..,ory System. which is currently at orange but may soon be lowered to
yellow.
"We had been working on enhancing the
security of those facililies (considered a
potentialtargel) since 9-11." Green said.
Green said officials increased security at
sponing events by checking vehtcles in the
parking lot and preventing people from bringing backpacks to games.
Officials at the University of Iowa also told
students that they ore alert but not worricu and
encouraged students to report any !>uspicious

activity, Green said. Students also were
reminded not 10 leave exterior doors propped
open.
"We reminded 1hcm it's not just internauonal lcrrorism that we have to be concerned
about - that often people will use that as an
excuse to cause mischief," Green said. '"They
realize if they do any (mischief) ... the first
thing that will be on anyone's mind is that it
is the work of international terrorists."
For more informalion, srudents can contacl
the Kentucky Offic~ of Homeland Security at
http://homelanclstate.ky .us.

The Associated Press wire service providt·d
injomwtionfor this .HOI)'.

said there are other means of tracking a
student's movements on the Internet.
The effo rt to track copyright violators
extends well beyond the college campus. MediaForce represents license
holder~ and tracks copyright violators
throughout 1he country. It notifies the
University when copyright violations
are detected on ResNet.
The search for copyright piracy has
even led media outlets to directly contact offender!l. Groups such as the
Recording Ind ustry Association of
America have begun notifying compa-

nies of the consequences of copyright net and not be noticed,'' Thomasson
violation.
said.
In one instance, the RlAA succes!lfulJake Stock.es, freshman from Evans·
ly sued Verizon Communications Inc. ville, Ind., said he downloads music nnd
to release an individual Internet sub- movies hut has found u new progr:tm,
scriber's name who had downloaded Kazaa Light, which cannot release permore than 600 songs.
sonal information. as the older version
Thomasson said spy-ware and 'or the program now docs.
stealth-ware programs can infiltrate a
Thomasson said no mention has been
users' systems and monitor their move- made of pursuing legal actton against
ments on the Internet, further increasing ' the Murruy State copyright violators.
the risk of being caught.
"Students are really naive if they The Associated Press wire service prothink they can scurry around the Inter- vided information for thi,\ story.

Partnership:
Dues to benefit business community, University
From Page 1
"It's not just about economic development. We want to build the community,
but it's more than that.''
Membership dues to the partnership
are $1,000 annually. A goal of 100
members is set for 2003, and Posey said
Alexander and partnership members
will decide how to spend the money in
a m utually beneficial way.
"We truly do want their involvement
and their input, so it's a concept that 1
think is really exciting, and the businesses that have joined think it is too,"
Posey said.
Publicized business benefits for partnership members include decals for
business windows, publicity, membership in tbe President's Breakfast Club,
updales on University activities and
interaction with students.
H utchins said he encourages other
universities to try a partnership with
their communities.
" We're just very excited about this

• Take precautions when traveling.
from strangers and don't leave

Iu~~g~~ge~Jfl

• Do not be afraid to move or leave if
able or if something does not seem
• Locate emergency exits in buildings and
staircases arc located.
• Assemble a disaster supply kit at home ane
• Be familiar with different types of fi re exti
where they are located in bu_ildings you freque
whitchouse.gov

j

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD, INC.
Pro Rodeo Equipment,
Tack, Nutrena Feed Trailers, Western Wear

~

1842 St ate Line RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Hazel , KY 4 2049
BUS: 270~492~6144
FAX: 27Q-4 92-62 48

program, and I have been at several different universities who aren't doing this
and ought to be," Hutchins said.
Posey said the University will conduct student surveys to determine business opportunities based on student
interest, and partnership members will
interpret the results.
"It is very important to the life of a
community to keep its young people,''
Posey said.
·
Alexander said the Town and Gown
Partnership differs from the role of the
Murray-Callaway County Chamber of
Commerce.
"The Chamber docs not represent
Murray State University," Alexander
said. "This is a collaborative enterprise
that will a llow productive dialogue
between the business community and
MSU."
John Williams, Chamber of Commerce executive vice president, said he
expects positive results from the new

.

partnership and hopes it will hnng new
businesses to the area.
Andy Graham, U.S. Bank marketmg
president, said he joined the partnership
to become more involved with the University.
"The biggest bcnelit is conununkation," Graham said. "1 think for it to be
effective, all of our business leaders
need to get involved."
Catherine Sivills, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital director of planning
and marketing. said she hopes to se~
programs unite the' Univer!>ity and hospital.
"We feel like it's really importnnt for
the major businesses in lhe commumty
lo participate in the University," Sivill~
said. "Something that makes n community make a good presentation is lo
work together."
J>annership members will meet for
their rLrst breakfast Wednesday at the
Regional Special Events Center.

Take a One Hour Vacation from
the Winter Blah's
Treat yourself or a loved one to a break from the winter blah's. We offer
one hour and 30 minute massage sessions. We also offer Herbal Body
Wraps and Gift Certificates are always available. Please call Sheila, Lesa,
Carla or Holly for your appointment.

Larry & Lynda Ward
www.statellnewestemworld.com
Barry Ward

Nana's Place

"8•~1 .fl~totl•
.767-0045
«Wiiere 'Evergott£ tJJe.serves a

c::toae to Campua at
804 Coldwater Road
75 ..2124

A l ovi n g Oaycare

Ott£ Jlour 'Vacation..,

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Countr S uare • Murra

* 6am-1 am
* 6·6 Sat. take Drop-Ins

www.thenews.org

* Higher Scope Curriculum

* large Fenced-in baekvard (kids saFetv}

· Bring Ad and Waive Registration fee
N11olc 5. RmJrlgutt
Hrr "'"'"' lift nh(•ld <t/ llt'r
Burrho~r> belund ~rr "''w
K•ll··•l ln. u Jrunl. elmer
/uh 11,11./<J.l
(urkr. ( .A

has changecl
If y<>ll don't Mop <;Omeonc
from tln\lng drunl< who w1ll1
Do whatcwr 11 1.1kes.
Fl!IEHDS DON'T liT FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

why

_.. .•_.,...._.,Consumer Credit Coun~eling Service.<;
a nonprofit community service
dedicated to helping you review your
income and cxpcn!IC!I and develop a
plan to conquer your debt.

5·· ·

....:'·-~·•- i!l

By participating in our Debt Managemont program you cun !ltarl paying off
your dcbt.s with one !limplc monthly
payment. CCCS can usually work with
your creditors to reduce your minimum
monthly paymenl'i and, in some <:a'ICS,
reduce or eliminate interest charges,
late fees and over-lhc·limit fees.
CCC:S is with both the Belter Business
Bureau and the National federation for
Consumer Credit Counseling and is
accredited through the Council of
Children & ...-amlly Service!! on Finan·
cial Managemcni/Crcdit Coun!'Ciing.
We now have telephone coun!lcling and
evening hou!'ll.

SERVICE

-

1406 N. 12th Street, Murray
Phone: 753~4200
Fax: 753-4204

Hope Hati)()r Church ...
S AME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

· ·1 11ii~mw
UNLIMITED

,TANNINGtit

:-::~;

G'et

D IFFERENT SEAMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowing how to improve your home, your work. your life.
D IFFERENT M USIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology -all combined to worship an awe•
some God.
D IFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles. other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relatronshlps. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.

'i

HIGHLIGHTS
when you
, -p urchas e"an ·
'fnlimi.t ed
tanni ng

package.

